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constituting a substantial step toward commission of the offense. 
(2) For purposes of this part, conduct does not constitute a 
substantial step unless it is strongly corroborative of the actor's 
intent to commit the offense. 
(3) No defense to the offense of attempt shall arise: 
(a) Because the offense attempted was actually committed; 
or 
(b) Due to factual or legal impossibility if the offense 
could have been committed had the attendant 
circumstances been as the actor believed them to be. 
Utah Code Annotated §76-5-201 (1953, as amended): 
(1) A person commits criminal homicide if he intentionally, 
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offense, causes the death of another human being, including an 
unborn child.... 
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(1) Criminal homicide constitutes murder in the first degree 
if the actor intentionally or knowingly causes the death of another 
under any of the following circumstances: 
(c) The actor knowingly created a great risk of death 
to a person other than the victim and the actor. 
(k) The victim if or has been a peace officer, law 
enforcement officer...and the victim is either on 
duty or the homicide is based on, is caused by, or 
is related to that official position, and the actor 
knew or reasonably should have known that the 
victim holds or has held that official position. 
Utah Code Annotated §76-2-405 (1953, as amended): 
Force in defense of habitation. 
iv 
(1) A person is justified in using force against another when 
and to the extent that he reasonably believes that the 
force is necessary to prevent or terminate the other's 
unlawful entry into or attack upon his habitation; 
however, he is justified in the use of force which is 
intended or likely to cause death or serious bodily 
injury only if: 
(a) the entry is made or attempted in a violent and 
tumultuous manner, surreptitiously, or by stealth, 
and he reasonably believes that the entry is 
attempted or made for the purpose of assaulting or 
offering personal violence to any person, dwellingf 
or being in the habitation and he reasonably 
believes that the force is necessary to prevent the 
assault or offer of personal violence; or 
(b) he reasonably believes that the entry is made or 
attempted for the purpose of committing a felony in 
the habitation and that the force is necessary to 
prevent the commission of the felony, 
(2) The person using force or deadly force in defense of 
habitation is presumed for the purpose of both civil and 
criminal cases to have acted reasonably and had a 
reasonable fear of imminent peril of death or serious 
bodily injury if the entry or attempted entry is unlawful 
and is made or attempted by use of force, or in a violent 
and tumultuous manner, or surreptitiously or by stealth, 
or for the purpose of committing a felony. 
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Case No. 88-0171 
BRIEF OF APPELLANT 
JURISDICTION AND NATURE OF PROCEEDINGS 
This appeal is from a conviction of attempted first degree 
murder in violation of Utah Code Annotated §76-5-202 and 76-4-101 
(1953, as amended). This court has jurisdiction to hear the appeal 
under Utah Code Annotated §78-2-2(3)(i). 
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL 
Was the evidence adduced at trial sufficient to support 
appellant's conviction of attempted first degree homicide pursuant 
to Utah Code Annotated §76-5-201 and 76-5-202 (1953, as amended)? 
Was appellant's action defensible under the defense of 
habitation statute, Utah Code Annotated §76-2-405, and was the jury 
properly instructed of the interpretation of §76-2-405 in order to 
decide the issue of defense of habitation? 
STANDARDS OF REVIEW 
The Utah Supreme Court has held that upon an appeal 
challenging the sufficiency of evidence to support a conviction, 
the verdict will be reversed only when the evidence, viewed in the 
light most favorable to the verdict, is sufficiently inconclusive 
that reasonable minds must have entertained reasonable doubt that 
defendant committed the crime of which he was convicted. State v. 
Cantu, 750 P.2d 591 (Utah 1988). 
The Utah Supreme Court has also heldf in applying what is now 
Rule 30 of Utah Rules of Criminal Procedure (previously Utah Code 
Annotated §77-35-30) that an error in jury instructions is 
reversible only if review of the record persuades the court that 
without the error there was a reasonable likelihood of a more 
favorable result for the defendant. State v. Fontana, 680 P.2d 
1042 (Utah 1984). 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
The appellant, Karl W. Winsnessf was charged by information 
with Attempted Homicide, a first degree felony, pursuant to Utah 
Code Annotated §76-4-101 and 76-5-202 (1953, as amended). On April 
14, 1988, the jury found appellant guilty as charged in the 
information. The trial court, on the same day, sentenced appellant 
to five years to life imprisonment at the Utah State Prison. 
STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 
According to the trial transcript, appellant received an 
anonymous call from Leslie Ann Taylor, a deputy sheriff, at his 
home at approximately 8:25 p.m. on January 22, 1988, in which 
Taylor asked appellant if he was Willie. Willie responded, "yeah, 
what do you want?". Taylor said, "I'll be there in a minute," and 
hung up (Tr. 61-62). The voice was unknown to the appellant (Tr. 
at 221). After she hung up, appellant readied himself with a 
loaded gun and lay down to watch television (Tr. 236-37). 
Within a minute or two of the call, Deputy Rigby, accompanied 
by Sergeant Alexander and Deputies Judd, Stevens, and Rogers, 
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attempted to kick in appellant's door (Tr. 68-69). Rigby's first 
kick forced the door open approximately a foot, and the door 
immediately shut again (Tr. 115); his second kick opened it another 
six inches (Tr. 95-96). 
According to Sergeant Alexander, the officers yelled 
"Sheriff's office" simultaneously with the first kick (Tr. 83). 
Deputy Stevens said they yelled prior to the first kick (Tr. 121). 
Deputy Rogers, who at first failed to mention the yelling in his 
account during testimony, added only after being prompted by the 
prosecution, that "all of us was [sic] yelling 'Sheriff's office' 
as Deputy Rigby was kicking the door" (Tr. 196-97). Detective 
Bortolussi, however, who testified that he was nearby to the side 
of the five officers on the porch, heard only one voice yell 
"Sheriff's office," and he heard that voice only after the first 
kick (Tr. 159-60). And finally, Gerald White, a parole officer 
present and within hearing of the kicking, omitted any mention of 
the shouting of "Sheriff's office" from his detailed report (Tr. 
150). Appellant, on his part, didn't hear anything but his door 
being kicked in (Tr. 230). 
Upon hearing the noise, appellant looked out through the door 
and saw the silhouettes of two people (Tr. 222, 237). After Deputy 
Rigby's second kick, Deputy Stevens inserted at least his foot and 
both hands through the opening, which hands carried his .357 
magnum, a pistol with a three-and-one-half inch barrel (Tr. 116, 
119-20). Stevens testified that his person was not well lighted 
(Tr. at 124). After Stevens had partially entered the house, two 
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shots sounded from inside the house, then a brieif pause, then two 
or three more shots sounded (Tr. 104, 105). The time from the 
first to the last shot was two to three seconds (Tr. 75). 
Appellant shot twice over the intruders' heads, as warning shots 
(Tr. 222-23). Then, as Stevens didn't retreat from the doorway, 
appellant backed up (Tr. 223), shot twice in a baffled, panicked 
manner (Tr. 240), and retreated down to the basesment (Tr. 223). 
The entire sequence of events beginning with the first kick 
and ending with Rogers' being shot was between 2 or 3 seconds (Tr. 
104) and 5 seconds (Tr. 85). 
Detective Bortolussi spoke with appellant later through the 
back door. Bortolussi says he introduced himself, after which 
appellant asked what was going on and said "I don't want to be 
shot" (Tr. 158). Appellant stated that as he talked with 
Bortolussi and learned what was going on, he "had a real sick 
feeling" upon learning the police were involved (Tr. 226). Later, 
at the Hall of Justice, appellant asked officer Mark Nelson whether 
a policeman was shot, and he said, "I got scared, didn't know what 
to do" (Tr. 184). 
According to appellant's own testimony, he had been a victim 
of violent crimes in the past, including having his car firebombed 
(Tr. 212). He also testified that his neighborhood has a high 
crime rate (Tr. 212). He had worked to save up three thousand 
dollars for his delinquent house payments and kept the money there 
in the house (Tr. 213). Other people, including a drug dealer, 
knew that he had the money in his house (Tr. 213). And finally, he 
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had an alienated friend who had threatened to get even with him for 
not putting his house up for bail (Tr. 216, 236). 
While appellant did suspect, from the phone call, that someone 
was coming for his money (Tr. 230), he did not suspect that a 
narcotics agent was trying to set him up (Tr. 235-36) . And when he 
heard people coming through the door, he thought they were "just 
some sleeze" (Tr. 232). He suspected that the assailant had a "ski 
mask" (Tr. 222), and deputy Rigby testified that in fact he had a 
beard at the time the shooting occurred (Tr. at 108). 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
The evidence presented at trial was insufficient to support 
appellant's conviction of attempted first degree homicide. The 
State failed to offer any substantial evidence to prove that 
appellant intentionally or knowingly attempted to cause the death 
of Keith Rogers. On the contrary, the evidence strongly supports 
appellant's testimony that he acted in defense of his habitation, 
thereby lacking the criminal intent. At the very least, appellant 
satisfied the low burden of proof required by the defense of 
habitation statute: that he create a reasonable doubt as to the 
reasonableness of his perception of danger and as to the 
reasonableness of his self-defense. However, unconstitutionally 
vague jury instructions failed to adequately inform the jury of the 
proper application of the defense of habitation statute. 
ARGUMENT 
I. THE STATE FAILED TO PROVE APPELLANT ACTED UNDER THE REQUISITE 
INTENT TO SUPPORT A CONVICTION FOR ATTEMPTED FIRST DEGREE 
MURDER. 
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The first degree murder statute provides in relevant part: 
(1) Criminal homicide constitutes murder in the first 
degree if the actor intentionally causes the death of 
another under any of the following circumstances: 
(c) The actor knowingly created a great risk of 
decith to a person other than the victim and the 
actor. 
(k) The victim is or has been a peace of ficer. . .and 
the victim is either on duty or the homicide was 
based on, is caused by, or is related to that 
official position, and the actor knew or reasonably 
should have known that the victim holds or has held 
thcit official position. 
Utah Code Annotated §76-5-202 (1953 as amended). The Utah attempt 
statute provides, in part: 
(1) For purposes of this part a person is guilty of 
an attempt to commit a crime if, acting with the 
kind of culpability otherwise required for the 
commission of the offense, he engages in conduct 
constituting a substantial step toward the 
commission of the offense. 
(2) For the purposes of this part, conduct does not 
constitute a substantial step unless it is strongly 
corroborative of the actor's intent to commit the 
offense. 
Utah Code Annotated §76-4-101 (1953, as amended) (emphasis added). 
First degree murder requires that one cause death 
intentionally. Therefore, the attempt must likewise have been 
intentional. The State has failed to prove beyond a reasonable 
doubt that appellant's "substantial step" was made with the intent 
to cause the death of another, at least under circumstances making 
his intent unlawful. 
A. AN APPELLATE COURT CANNOT SUSTAIN A JURY VERDICT DESPITE 
AN OBVIOUS DEFICIENCY OF THE EVIDENCE. 
The Utah Supreme Court has stated that "[i]n reviewing the 
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sufficiency of the evidence, we must consider the evidence in the 
light most favorable to the jury verdict." State v. Dumas, 721 
P.2d 502, 504 (Utah 1986). In effectuating this deference to jury 
verdicts, the court has said, "We overturn the verdict only when 
the evidence is so lacking and insubstantial that a reasonable 
person could not have reached that verdict beyond a reasonable 
doubt." State v. Valdez, 748 P.2d 1050, 1055 (Utah 1987) (citing 
State v. Dumas, 721 P.2d 502, 504 (Utah 1986) [quoting State v. 
Isaacson, 704 P.2d 555, 557 (Utah 1985)]). Here, if for no other 
reason than simply because evidence supporting conviction is 
practically nonexistent, it is clear that a reasonable person could 
not have decided that appellant was guilty of attempted homicide 
beyond a reasonable doubt. 
Concerning sufficiency of evidence, the supreme court has 
stated: 
[Notwithstanding the presumptions [sic] in favor of the 
jury's decision this Court still has the right to review the 
sufficiency of the evidence to support the verdict. The 
fabric of evidence against the defendant must cover the gap 
between the presumption of innocence and the proof of guilt. 
In fulfillment of its duty to review the evidence and all 
inferences which may reasonably be drawn from it in the light 
most favorable to the verdict, the reviewing court will 
stretch the evidentiary fabric as far as it will go. But this 
does not mean that the court can take a speculative leap 
across a remaining gap in order to sustain a verdict. The 
evidence stretched to its limit, must be sufficient to prove 
the defendant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. 
State v. Petree, 659 P.2d 443, 444-45 (Utah 1983) (emphasis added). 
Sustaining appellant's attempted murder conviction would require 
just such a speculative leap across a very large gap in the 
evidence: the gap between the evidence that appellant shot his gun 
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and the conclusion that appellant intended to unlawfully kill 
somebody. The Statef for its part, has failed to bridge this gap 
with any evidence leading from the act to the intent. 
B. ALTHOUGH CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE MUST OFTEN BE RELIED 
UPON TO PROVE INTENT, THE CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE MUST 
INCLUDE SOMETHING MORE THAN JUST THE ACT ITSELF. 
The supreme court has admitted that "[i]ntent is an element 
that often can be proved only by means of circumstantial evidence." 
State v. Dumas, 721 P.2d 502, 504 (Utah 1986). However, "[the 
court has] also cautioned that the act in itself does not raise the 
presumption that it was done with the specific intent required to 
prove the offense." State v. Castonquay, 663 P.2d 1323, 1326 (Utah 
1983). 
In the trial below, the State has submitted evidence showing 
merely that appellant received a telephone call cipprising him of an 
impending mystery visit; that the appellant readied himself with a 
loaded gun and lay down to watch television; and that when the 
mysterious visitors came kicking on his door, he fired at least 
four shots, none of which went anywhere near the center of the 
door, where the intruder was kicking. The only circumstantial 
evidence that bears on appellant's intent to unlawfully kill is the 
widely differing claims that the Sheriffs identified themselves as 
they kicked. For this evidence to imbue appellant's actions with 
the necessary intent, the evidence would have to be accurate beyond 
a reasonable doubt and also support the conclusion that appellant, 
beyond a reasonable doubt, heard and understood their statements 
and that he was reasonably able to interpret the situation 
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accurately in the second or two he waited before shooting. 
Otherwise he shot without knowing they were lawfully breaking down 
his door, thereby lacking the necessary intent for attempted 
murder. 
As for the accuracy of the evidence, there is reasonable doubt 
as to if and how the officers identified themselves. One officer 
says they all shouted "Sheriff's office" simultaneously with the 
first kick (Tr. 83); another officer said they shouted before the 
first kick (Tr. 121); a detective standing nearby heard only one 
voice and that was after the first kick (Tr. 159-60). Another, 
when asked to testify as to the sequence of events on appellant's 
porch, didn't even mention the shouting until prompted by the 
prosecutor (Tr. 196-97). And finally, appellant didn't hear the 
shouts at all (Tr. 230). There is substantial disagreement among 
the testimonies presented at trial concerning the sheriffs' 
announcement: who shouted, when they shouted, if their shouting 
was discernible, and if they shouted at all. Therefore, there is 
reasonable doubt as to the accuracy of the only circumstantial 
evidence that bears on appellant's alleged criminal intent. 
In addition to the issue of the accuracy of the evidence, 
there is even a stronger issue of whether or not appellant could 
hear and mentally digest any shouts despite the surprise, fear, 
noise, and confusion of being startled by his door being kicked in. 
Appellant was lying down, watching television, when he heard the 
noise at his door and "twisted [his] head and looked out through 
where the door had kicked open" (Tr. 237). The porch was not 
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lighted (Tr. 113) and the door was only open for the smallest 
fraction of a second because, as Deputy Stevens testified, it 
"immediately closed again" (Tr. 115). Deputy Rigby "immediately" 
kicked it again (Tr. 95); Deputy Stevens partially entered the 
house, with his gun leading the way (Tr. 116); and appellant began 
firing his gun (Tr. 75). By all accounts the time from the first 
kick to the first shot could have been no more than a few seconds. 
Certainly there is reasonable doubt that appellant could have 
recovered from his initial shock in time to'hear any shouts over 
the noise of the door being broken, to comprehend accurately the 
situation, and to formulate an intention to unlawfully kill people 
who had the right to break in. 
Two or three seconds is too short to expect appellant to 
recover from his initial disorientation and accurately surmise the 
startling events that are characteristic of a no-knock entrance. 
The Utah Supreme Court, while holding that intent to murder can be 
formulated in a very brief time, has nevertheless held to the 
standard that the time must be at least sufficient to permit the 
choice to kill or not to kill. State v. Gee, 28 Utah 2d 96, 498 
P.2d 662 (1972). Under the tumultuous circumstances of the 
officers' break-in, appellant did not have sufficient time to make 
this choice. He reacted in fear and without the understanding 
necessary to form the intent to unlawfully kill. 
In addition to the short time involved, other circumstances 
also support the view that appellant did not form the intent to 
unlawfully kill. Appellant saw briefly two shadowed figures on his 
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 • THE CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE PRESENTED AT TRIAL IS 
INSUFFICIENT TO CONVINCE BEYOND REASONABLE DOUBT THAT 
APPELLANT HARBORED THE REQUISITE CRIMINAL INTENT. 
supreme < 1 1 Cas ten iq uay , saii d, ' A 1 ] the 
circumstances, when taken together, must admit of no other 
reasonable hypothesis than that of guilt to warrant conviction." 
663 P.2d at 1326. In appellants case, the weight of the 
circumstances not only admits another reasonable hypothesis—that 
of self-defense, defense of property, and defense of habitation— 
but supports it more strongly than it does the State's hypothesis 
that appellant knew the police were at the door and intended to 
kill them. It is a stronger hypothesis because he has been the 
victim of crime in the past and had good reasons to suspect that 
this was another attempt to victimize him; because the time was 
short and the noise and confusion were great; and because he saw 
the gun of the intruder but could not see his face. 
D. THE TWO QUESTIONS THAT MUST BE ANSWERED IN THE 
AFFIRMATIVE BEFORE CONVICTING OF ATTEMPTED FIRST DEGREE 
MURDER ARE NOT ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY HERE. 
In determining whether a defendant is guilty of attempted 
murder, the supreme court in State v. Castonquay, 663 P.2d 1323 
(Utah 1983) set forth two questions which "must be answered in the 
affirmative before the defendant can be found guilty of attempted 
first degree murd€>r." They are: 
1. Did the defendant's conduct disclose conscious 
delibercite preparation to kill...which was foiled only 
through some extraneous interference and not through a 
volitional act or omission on the part of the defendant? 
2. Did the defendant manifest, either by voicing 
his conscious desire, or by divulging by inference that 
this was his chosen objective...? 
Id. at 1325 (emphasis added). Neither of these two questions are 
answered in the affirmative here. 
First, appellant's conduct did not disclose conscious 
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de1ibe rate prepai 
extraneous i nterfrre, , ;, . HI " ^ i ' l e» i b e ; dt -^ i . r e ^ i e 
f : o n f r o n t a t i c : ~~ K * '* a 
potc.iL.u, roiDber/asou^an1 . * . preparation getting 
the a y i n g nadver tent l^ \ 
d-
Alsc , -.i'--r:v:- . ; . - . . - - : * : r.p- l l a n t ' s 
own v o J I t l o n a l a c t * ' 
wei e mean t 1 nil toi 
t h e t o p of t h e do* .• \ i. < it- - * ^ i- i n q ^ 
rose vert Ira 1,1 y *~^r^ fee* thouqh travelLinq only two r ^ ^^ 
h o i L z o n L a II,,11 \ | "I'll 
r e t r e a t i n g in a in
 t; ,: .. ' . e c x - ; ". t h e basement 
( - * he 
d o o r . None oil appeJ L u l l ' A s h o t s were t h r o u g h t h e c e n t e i oi I he 
d o o r , where he l o g i c a l l y would have shot It he d e s i r e d t o k i l l 
a ! i in1 HI111 I" I M ' i > i , mi nst i M (I <11 i • 11 iri t l in111 i in 111 I 11 111 i ii(11 , I in I • i p t i H a t c«n I! I 11 
h i s b a s e m e n t — a n o t h e r vol 11, i «»na I a r t t ha i b e t r a y s a la rk til i n t e n t 
to kil 1 
Second,, i i[)pi • J I ii in I illi i l l in I  " in. i rn i for . I , n i l h e i liny n»iiii i mj lliiiih 
conscious desire, or by divulging by inference that this was his 
chosen objective " He only talked about his conscious desires 
a t ' L e i II he ill ml I iiii| 'M ii1 i i iM i I, II ii" II 1 i iii(| Hot i«el i u<< Bui I i i l u s s I I III ill In1 
d i d n ' t want t o qet shot! (Ti , I Ml), and l a t e r t e l l i n g o f f i c e r Nehson 
t i ic 1 he "qnt s c a r e d , \i ndir L lumv what In do"1 | T r , 1 H I |i An 
ana
 ; S J . S of t he v i rcu ins tances a t t h e t j me ot t h e s h o o t i n g i n d i c a t e 
that the most plausible inference that can be made is that he 
really was scared and thought that he was being attacked. 
E. A REASONABLE PERSON COULD NOT HAVE REACHED A VERDICT OF 
GUILTY BEYOND REASONABLE DOUBT. 
Because there is very little circumstantial evidence 
indicating that appellant may have had the requisite mens rea for 
attempted murder, and because there is extensive circumstantial 
evidence indicating that appellant did not form the intent to 
unlawfully kill, a reasonable person could not have reached a 
verdict of guilty beyond reasonable doubt. The "evidentiary 
fabric" does not stretch far enough to prove appellant guilty 
beyond a reasonable doubt. See State v. Petree, 659 P.2d 443, 445 
(Utah 1983). And all the circumstances, when taken together, do 
not "admit of no other reasonable hypothesis than that of guilt." 
See Castonguay at 1326. This court should therefore vacate 
appellant's conviction as being not supported by the evidence. 
II. THE JURY SHOULD HAVE FOUND THAT APPELLANT'S ACTIONS WERE 
PROTECTED UNDER THE DOCTRINE OF DEFENSE OF HABITATION. 
The defense of habitation statute provides in part: 
(1) A person is justified in using force against 
another when and to the extent that he reasonably 
believes that the force is necessary to prevent or 
terminate the other's unlawful entry into or attack upon 
his habitation; howeverf he is justified in the use of 
force which is intended or likely to cause death or 
serious bodily injury only if: 
(a) the entry is made or attempted in a 
violent and tumultuous manner, surreptitiously, or 
by stealth, and he reasonably believes that the 
entry is attempted or made for the purpose of 
assaulting or offering personal violence to any 
person, dwelling, or being in the habitation and he 
reasonably believes that the force is necessary to 
prevent the assault or offer of personal violence; 
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or 
(ill ) he reasonably bel leves that the entry is 
made or attempted for the purpose of committing a 
felony in the habitation and that the force is 
necessary to prevent the commission of the felony. 
Ula1 L"e*ie Ai. MJ1..I .' \ ^ " - n> K r |i'»r ', >i amende* 
A , APPELLANT BEARS A VERY LIMITED BURDEN OF PROOF ON THE 
ISSUE OF DEFENSE OF HABITATION. 
The Utah Supreme Cour tf in State v. Torres, 619^?-?*°* /n^u 
1980)f observed, 
This
 c o u r t h a s i n numerous cases stated that in 
presenting defenses in criminal cases a defendant does 
not bear the burden of persuasi on. It is sufficient for 
acquittal that the evidence or lack thereof creates a 
reasonable doubt as to any element of the crime., 
6 1'* \J*lti a I IJ'I'I, bee also Slate v, Jackson, b28 V.Jd 14!), Ill 
(Utah 1974) Therefore
 r *\i defendant is not inquired to establish 
a d e f e n s e n l in 1 1 • de I ens*? l iey i mini \ i e r i so r i c i l 11 i • rli nil1! ill m i u<n In, .t 
preponderance ol; the evidence1-" S t a t e v . Knol l , HA P. 2d 111, 214 
( U t a h 1 9 8 5 ) , Fn l . i e t , " I IK | i i i y may a c q u i t e v e n t h o u g h H i e 
e v i d e n n M nil r->e I \ l e f p n e e t * * 1 II I IT shmn'l n l er. 1 rib I i sin i nq I he 
j u s t i f i c a t i o n or excuse by a preponderance of the evidence upon the 
s u b j e c t " . ' " i d . , "H ' II",-Id a! J 14 I q i t o U utj S t . a te v, Vaco? 10 III a h 
I I I1 I  I! I  II 'III I' I ,n i I I I I I I I i I, mount i j n e e e s h l u l 
a f f i r m a t i v e defense of t h i s s u i t , a d e f e n d a n t ' s burden ol proot i s 
q u i t e I imi I ( i i he meeds o n l y e i r e a t e i r i e i so i i ab 1 e d o u b t an t n h i r? 
q u i I t - . S t a t e v . M o r i t z s k y , 'Ml I M f i l l l j , h ' l l n ,1 (IJIaJi Af j | i , I ' H I ' l ) , 
B. THE EVIDENCE PRESENTED AT TRIAL SATISFIED THIS VERY 
LIMITED BURDEN OF PROOF. 
1
• BECAUSE A REASONABLE DOUBT EXISTS AS TO WHETHER 
APPELLANTS PERCEPTION OF DANGER WAS REASONABLE, A 
REASONABLE JURY CANNOT CONVICT. 
] 5 
The necessity to defend one's habitation "need not be real; it 
need be only reasonably apparent." State v. Terrell, 55 Utah 314, 
322, 186 P. 108, 111 (1919); see also State v. Starks, 627 P.2d 88, 
91 (1981). Thus, if under the circumstances in which appellant 
found himself it was reasonable for him to believe he was in 
danger, he had the right to act in defense of his habitation even 
if he was not in such danger. And because appellant bears only the 
limited burden of proof of creating a reasonable doubt, there need 
only exist a reasonable doubt as to whether appellant's belief 
(that he was in danger) was reasonable. Under the requirements of 
Utah Code Annotated §76-2-405(1), this reasonable doubt as to 
appellant's reasonable belief exists. 
2. REASONABLE DOUBT AS TO APPELLANT'S GUILT EXISTS 
UNDER UTAH CODE ANNOTATED §76-2-405(1)(a). 
Utah Code Annotated §76-2-405(1)(a) allows one to use "force 
which is intended or likely to cause death or serious bodily 
injury" if, first, the entry is made in a violent and tumultuous 
manner; second, he reasonably believes the entry is attempted to 
assault; and third, he reasonably believes that the force is 
necessary to prevent the assault. In appellant's case, the entry 
was very violent and tumultuous, as Deputy Rigby kicked twice on 
appellant's door and Deputy Stevens pushed through the doorway with 
a gun, thereby satisfying the first requirement. 
Second, appellant reasonably believed that the entry was 
attempted for the purpose of assaulting. Appellant had received a 
cryptic telephone call telling him that unknown visitors would be 
arriving in a minute (Tr. 61-62). He had been the victim of 
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violent crime In the past and lived i.n a neighborhood with a high 
crime rate. And he testified that he had alienated some friends 
\ I: I ir:e £tte in i 111,3 
So when he heard his F.*^n i- % : i** * - .jpd.ent 
assailants, neith**' - •*-> v*--•* *• ^  ,n ~s 108) , * * * a 
a heai il |""l 1 . .-
and the other pushinc ' . ,gh the doorw.i j ^r in his hand, 
he surely had reasonabl - uunas - n±iu^ m' *4 ^ M't '1 saul ted. 
] t; appelJa ey were pou.p armPG .*:,:. ... warrant 
whe. they began breaking through, the reasonable grounds would not 
e^ -' lli'lowe'Vf'Mi" be i r\\tsp oil [ he dl i saqn- Pineal 1 urn un| t he a v 111*• iiic'e 
presented as to whether and how the officers identified themselves, 
the* short amount of: t Line involved, appellant s surprise, his 
expectations L ha I someone was < .'OIIIIIKJ I 1» qet, w 'eni wi t; h hi in, i.ii'id ai I s o 
because of the considerable noise and confusion, there is 
reasonable doubt as to whether or not: appellant knew they were the 
pol :i cue. Therefore, as J/ai" a a the* circumstances have I, pen 
ascertained, appellant's belief that entry was made to assault, was 
reasonah 1 0 imdi-vr ijun" el rnumstances, and hi n, burdon "nf event \ ng 
reasonable doubt oil: his guilt, Is satisfied. 
And third, due to the violence? of t'he entry and Deputy 
S t e v e n s ' hi nil d i \ v \ I hi- iiiiiii i nis i d e a p p e II, I a n I a homisp
 ( ippe I I ant 
rectsonably believed that his use of a qun was an amount of; force 
necessary to prevent the assault, as i* was equa^ ; u.^ . ^ c e 
be 1 nq used II iy I In I In 111 iiiiilk in 11,0111 .isaa i I ami n ,. 
Therefore, due to the violent entry, appellant's reasonable 
belief of an impending assault, and appellant's reasonable belief 
he needed deadly force to prevent the assault, appellant qualifies 
for the absolute defense of defense of habitation. His past 
experiences of being the victim of violent crime and the short time 
he had to appraise the situation are circumstances creating a 
reasonable doubt as to his reasonable apprehension of danger. 
Therefore, the jury erroneously ignored this reasonable doubt in 
denying appellant the defense under subsection (l)(a). 
3. REASONABLE DOUBT AS TO APPELLANT'S GUILT ALSO 
EXISTS UNDER UTAH CODE ANNOTATED §76-2-405 (1Kb). 
Utah Code Annotated §76-2-405(1)(b) allows one to use deadly 
force if "he reasonably believes that the emtry is made or 
attempted for the purpose of committing a felony in the habitation 
and that the forces is necessary to prevent the commission of the 
felony." Appellant had reasonable grounds to believe that he was 
about to be the victim of robbery and/or aggravated assault, both 
felonies. Again, appellant had been the victim of crime in the 
past and lived in a neighborhood with a high crime rate; and he had 
reason to fear that someone was coming to rob him "again" (Tr. 
230) , which would have been especially injurious to him at the time 
because he had three thousand dollars in the house. Therefore, the 
jury improperly ignored the reasonable doubt as to whether 
appellant qualified for the absolute defense of defense of 
habitation under subsection (l)(b). 
C. THE JURY HAD NO CLEAR EXPLANATION OF THE PROPER 
INTERPRETATION OF THE DEFENSE OF HABITATION STATUTE. 
The Utah Court of Appeals has admitted that Utah Code 
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A l l l l l r l l H i l I l l ' , 1 1 4 1 1 i ( I I "I ' i l , U S r M I U T I l l l M I |i I  l i ! i llliniljiM I u l I I  «;l I L I V ' "* 
State v. Moritzsky,, 1)1 P. 2d hHH, 69 1 | II ah App, 1989). Thus a 
jury should not bi asked to inter prof: line statute without 
assistance, nevertheless, tiie jui y i u tin1 lii.ii IM 11 iw fas 
implicitly asked to do just that, Hit1 instructions failed to 
c i i fy t hi3 i ron l u s i in) Rrqjeot s i il t h e st a l mt e I oi I In j u i y 
One of the confusing aspects of the statute is the inclusion 
of the word "unlawlu.1 "' in subsection (1), whii'h stat.es in part: 
(1) A pei son i s jus tit i ed ui using force 
against another when and to the extent that he 
reasonably believes that the force I s necessary to 
prevent or terminate the other's unlawful entry 
into or attack upon his habitation; 
11 won I d be ea sy t o,i a "j u i, y t«» cone In ::le I, ha 1. t lie s t: at: u t e .""an on 11 y 
be used if the entry or attack upon a defendant's habitation was 
unlawful Il in fact however , t he defendant: needs on I \ p I' o have 
reasonably believed tliat, the entry was unlawful. See In Interest 
o f R . J . . Z . , 7 3 6 P . 2 di /"  \ S (II X ,-i 11 I 9 B " ' ) 
Compound i, IKJ t he |>ossi,lbi, 1 il y o i or ronoous i i i t e r p r e t a l ion , I hn 
s e q u e n c e of jui y i n s t r u c t i o n s had i t so t l i a t i n s t r u c t i o n 2 5 , which 
i n c l u d e s t h e d e f e n s e of h a b i t a t ; ion s t a t u t e v e r b a t i m , was f o l lowed 
d 1.1 ec I I) Ill, i""; I, i " i s i : 1; i. u * : I I « , » 1 1 !.J" I i I  i il  < Il i i i n i,\ "I",,i; n i<.,."" t : e < 1 I„, III!ia II 1 ,111 ,» a I I : e i n | , » I e d 
entry of defendant's home by peace officers was lawfuJ No 
later instruct ions di rectiy addressed the issue of un1 awfulness, 
g i.'" ' i m | the appeal arnc • tlial det;< in il use I.he si; a tut e at 
all because the? entry was lawful. 
Another contusi in i aspect of the st atute i s snhsect; i on ( ? ) , 
which "v est I G | persona whu defend 1 lieu habitation under 
circumstances described in subsection (1) with the presumption that 
their beliefs and actions were reasonable." Id., 771 P.2d at 691. 
This subsection again uses the requirement that the attempted entry 
be unlawful but this time only in order to establish a presumption 
of reasonableness. The jury was not instructed on the different 
effects of the word "unlawful" in the two subsections. In 
subsection (2), the attempted entry must in fact have been 
unlawful, while in subsection (1) the entry must merely have been 
believed to be unlawful. In Interest of R.J.Z., 736 P.2d 235 (Utah 
1987). Therefore, while subsection (2) did not vest appellant with 
the presumption of reasonableness, the burden remained with the 
State to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that appellant acted 
unreasonably because if a reasonable doubt exists, then appellant 
qualifies for the defense of habitation under subsection (1). 
The trial court was required to make a finding on the issue of 
lawfulness before the statute could be correctly applied, In 
Interest of R.J.Z., 736 P.2d 235 (Utah 1987), which the court did 
in jury instruction 26. Appellant nevertheless finds error in that 
the trial court did not instruct the jury that the purpose of 
instruction 26 was merely to establish respective burdens of proof 
of the State and the defendant. See State v. Moritzsky, 771 P.2d 
688 at 691 (Utah App. 1989). In fact, the jury was never even 
instructed on the respective burdens of proof. They were not 
instructed that the lawfulness of the police entry only deprived 
appellant of his presumption of reasonableness; they were not 
instructed that appellant consequently bore only the small burden 
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of r a i s i ng a r e a s o n a b ] e dot i b t a s t o hi s r e a s o i l a b l e n e s s :i n • :)i: de r t o 
s a t i s f y s u b s e c t i o n (111 ) For t h e c o u r t no t t o c l a r i f y t h ii s I s s u e 
was e r r o r , deny i i lg a p p e l l a n t a f a i r t r i a] Hinder t h e Due P r o c e s s 
c J a i i s e o £ 11 I EI C o n 31 :li 11 11 i o ii 3 ::: f II t: a h a i i ::i • : f t h e • I J i :i :ii t e d S t a t e s 
because the jury d i d not bav e a clear: g uideli ne as to how to 
interpret and app] y the vague wording of secti on < -/-•!•* .-»v 
wer e 1 eft "« i tl i tl le i iiipi: essi on till: la t Ilbl: le defendai I I: as 
did not and could not have* a defense of habitation reqar ues-
his reasonableness, 
Tl le IJtal: I Si lpr eiiie Coi lr t 1: las 1: ie.1 d that :i n order for erroneous 
jury instructions to be reversible, there must be a reasonable 
likelihood that wi thout the error a more f avorab 1 e verd I ct. won I d 
have resulted for the defendant. State v. Fontana, 680 P , 2d 1 0 •; / 
(Utah 1984) Certainly erroneously "\ - r :<-: rurt: :ns concern ing 
a p p e 1 1 a, n t s d e f e i l s e, e s p e c i a ] ] } i i ::i, I i . ., • 
admission tl: lat tl le s tatute i s con E'.r-.i - ;. creates • reasonable 
likelihood that c] earer i nstructions W G U ^ U have resulted in a more 
favor a b] e v ex: d :i ct for appeJ ] ant. 
CONCLUSION 
The evi dence presented a* 4 * - ? ! -\\ *;~uf iicient . *ui p< rf" 
the conv i cti :::::>II: I • :: • f a11eirtpted f:i r nursuarr 
4-1 01 and 76- 5-202, Appell ant •= intent s * :\o * :•>• * * •-*:• ' *;ii Tun 
has not been proven to the aeyree * - :\ - : • - / • * ^ r; * 
degree murder. In addi tion, r^^^n^h -. - \~\ '- ^s •. ^^- -: 
appellant's belief that he needed to dt^fend his habitation was 
reasonable. Ai i I f i na ] J \ present.HI) In t ho |u i y w« i •. <i 
confused mass of disparate instructions that did not explain 
clearly the law of defense of habitation according to §76-2-405. 
Therefore, this court should vacate appellant's conviction and 
sentence and order that they be dismissed as not being supported by 
substantial evidence and as being the result of unconstitutionally 
poor jury instructions. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED AND DATED this 10th day of August, 
1991. 
J. Chacon 
fey for Appellant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I hand delivered a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing to the Attorney General's Office, Charlene Barlow, 
236 State Capital, Salt Lake City, Utah 84114, this 16th day of 
August, 1991. 
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IN THE TH1RP JUDIc i /^ . DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR S^CT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
\. J JUDGMENT, SENTENCE 
oini««« ,, -- \r'i- • ' " (COMMITMENT) 
vsL 
n 










D The motion of to enter a judgment of conviction for the next lower category of offense and 
impose sentence accordingly is D granted D denied. There being no legal or other reason why sentence 
should not be imposed, and defendant ha^ jp^een^or tvwted by Jta jury; L^fhe court; Oj)fea of guilty; 
D plea of no contest; of the offense of 
of the. 1 de 53 
a felony 
& _* _ misdemeanor, being now presen 
represented h y ^ v yiAAA^^iUS^Crvi the State being represented by 
of the above offense, is now sentenced to a term in the I Jtah State 
fit and /eady for sentence and 
JWukl%nPI adiudged guilty 
D to a maximum mandator y tei i i n :: f 
D not to exceed five years; 
D of i lot less than one yeai i IOI i nore than fifteen years; 
h£of not less than five years and whicl i may be for life; 
D not to exceed . _ years; 
) a and ordered to pay a fine in the amount: of $ 
yeai s an i ::! • « I! licl i i i ia^ be foil life; 




:• such sentence is to run concurrently with 
H such sentence is to run consecutively with 
motion of D State, • Defense, D Cot irt, Cot jnt(s) are I Hereby dismissed. 
Defendant is granted a stay of the above (;..- prison) sentence and placed on probation in 
custody of this Court and under the supervision of the Chief Agent, Utah State Departm- i 
-} for the period of , pui suar it to the attached conditions 
*j[ Defendant is remanded into the custody of the Sheriff of Salt Lake County ftrfor delivery to the Utah State 
Prison, Draper, Utah, or D for delivery to the Salt Lake County Jail, where defendant shall be confined 
and imprisoned in accord 
jj Commitment shall issi ie" 
APPRO> 'ED AS FC FORM: 




— « - « 1 Q ^ Q ^ , _ -
^£y? >w JQ -C ^ JM* 
DISTRICT COIJRT J U D G I 
< V : r * 
A A 
Deoutv Countv Attorney ^^mmL-^jnl i 
OFT TO "'? 
A JUST A-OUT SIX YEARS. 
0 ;\ND 1 li CONNECT IOM VHTH YOUR EMPLOYMENT AS A 
PEACE OFFICER , 20 IAT WAS' YOUR ASSIGMNLTT ON JANUARY 22 , 1 9P8? 
/ , I ' r • A S S I C N E D I N T H E J U V E til L E DI V I S I 0 N , ' 1017 E V EI 




FAS THAT S r V . C E 7 ' *!E EOF 
V T? C T T (-] A C 
- 1 i — ••..' f i 1 > t 1 1 > • 
OH" A T r ' ER E Y.C U A S F E E 1" 0 00 CONVECE; E: 
AT SEARCH ? 
A AFTER E'E FAD COT THERE , THEY ASFEE 0 
I ONE CALL TO TEE R ES I DE NC E . " >' 
A .-71 u ^  t p r'" 0 U L E i-: ^ '; r" D E E ? • ^ r" 0 *' T R 1 n 5 ^ " i 




DIE YOU R L ?f" T Hri T P H 0' •) F 0 A L E T O T Mr? E ^  F r" NO - "' T ' S 
YES . 
0"HERE DIE YC:: PLACE THAT PHONE CALL F2CH? 
IT FAS OSCO D^UC, NORTH TEiiFLE AT APCUT 2TH 
AND O H A T FAS T T T f ! N T Y 0 U S ^  I E 0 N T"] E E ; ~:I C ;? E ? 
7 ^. " "* " ~ -• i: — • -, A j-^  rj T; > n T I y -j11 : :,  ;"H :\ M < ]} ;* r: p " : ! ! ;| : r r D UP, v -
::; ] 
HAS UILLIE AMD HE SAYS "YEAH WHAT DO YOU WANT" AND I SAYS, 
"I'LL BE THERE IN A MINUTE" AND HUNG UP, 
Q ' WHY WAS IT YOU ASKED THE QUESTION? 
A TO MAKE SURE THAT PERSON WAS IN THE HOUSE. 
0 WHAT DID YOU DO AFTER THE PHONE CALL? 
A I GOT INTO MY CAR AND I ADVISED THE NARCOTICS 
CROUP THAT HE WAS THERE. 
Q AND DID YOU IN ANY WAY PARTICIPATE IN THE 
ATTEMPT TO ENTER THE DEFENDANT'S RESIDENCE ON THAT EVENING. 
A I HAD GOME 3ACK TO THE SCENE AND MET WITH 
SERGEANT ALEXANDER AND DEPUTY RICEY. THEY CAME RUNNING U7 AND 
ADVISED ME THAT AN OFFICER HAD EEEN SHOT. 
Q BUT YOU WEREN'T PRESENT, AT THE TIME? 
A I WAS NOT PRESENT, AT THE^TIME. 
0 THAT'S ALL I HAVE. 
CROSS-EXAMINATION 
3Y MR. VANSCIVER: 
Q CAN YOU TELL US WHETHER YOU ARE A POLICE OFFICER 
EMPLOYED BY SALT LAKE COUNTY? 
A YES. 
0 ESSENTIALLY JUVENILE DIVISION, BUT ON THE 
INFREQUENT PASIS, I TAKE IT, YOU DO NARCOTICS? 
A YES. 
Q 2ND WERE YOU INVOLVED IN THIS CASE EARLIER THAN 











THE ADDRESS WAS 448 NORTH 9Gtf WEST, SALT LAKE 
DID YOU EXECUTE THE SEARCH WARRANT OR ATTEMPT TO, 
YES, SIP, WE DID. 
WHAT TIME WAS THAT? 
APPROXIMATELY 3:26 P.M. 
AND AT 3:26, WHERE YOU LOCATED? 
WELL, I SAY 3:26 BECAUSE THAT'S THE TIME 
SUPPOSEDLY I NOTIFIED DISPATCHER TO PLACF A PHONF CALL 
WARRANT. IT WAS PROBABLY A MINUTE OR SO AFTER THAT WE 
EXECUTED THE WARRANT AND I WAS WITH THE OTHER UNITS, AT THAT 
TIME. 
0 WHY DO YON CALL THE CITY? 
A WE NOTIFIED THE CITY TO ALLOW THEM AMPLE TIME IN 
CASE THEY RECEIVE SOME KIND OF SUSPICIOUS CALL IN THE AREA THAT 
THERE'S BEEN VIOLENT FORM OF ACTION TAKEN OR SOMEBODY MAY CALL 
IN AND SAY THERE IS A COMMOTION GOING ON. 
THE CITY IS AWARE THAT THE SHERIFF'S OFFICE IS 
IM THAT PARTICULAR AREA IN QUESTION AND THEREFORE TIIEY WOULD 
NOT NEED TO RESPOND UNLESS WE REQUESTED IT. 
Q WHAT TYPE OF SEARCH WARRANT DID YOU HAVE. THERE 
IS A KNOCK TYPE OR A NO-KNOCK TYPE. WHICH KIND DID YOU HAVE? 
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A WE PAD TMF NO-KNOCK TYPE WARRANT. 
Q THERE ARE CERTAIN PROCEDURES THAT YOU 
CUSTOMARILY FOLLOW IN THE EXECUTION OF A NO-KMOCK WARRANT? 
A YES. 
Q WOULD YOU EXPLAIN THOSE, PLEASE. 
A A NO-KNOCK WARRANT, IT SIMPLY ALLOWS US — WE 
HAVE IT SIGNED 3Y A JUDGE — ALLOWING US TO MAKE ENTRY INTO A 
HOME. EVEN THOUGH A NO-KNOCK SITUATION STATES THAT WE DO NOT 
NEED TO FIVE ANNOUNCEMENT OR VERBAL ANNOUNCEMENT, IT HAS PEFN 
THE POLICY OF THE SHERIFF!S OFFICE --
MR. VANSCIVEE: I OBJECT TO POLICY. I DON'T 
THINK POLICY IS RELEVANT IN THIS CASE. 
Q BY MR. VERHOEF: I WOULD LIKE TO KNOW WHAT YOUR 
HAEIT AND CUSTOM IS? 
A WHAT OUR CUSTOM IS, WE ALWAYS MAKE AN 
ANNOUNCEMENT ON THESE TYPE OF SEARCH WARRANTS FOR THE -URPC3E 
OF IDENTIFICATION OF OUR SELVES AS BEING IN THE SHERIFF'S 
OFFICE, PROTECTING OURSELVES AND GIVING NOTIFICATION TO. THOSE 
PEOPLE INSIDE THE RESIDENCE WHO IS AT THE FRONT DOOR. 
0 WHEN YOU WENT TO THIS LOCATION, DO YOU RECALL 
A 44P NORTH 9H0 WEST. 
Q AND WHO WAS WITH YOU? 
A DEPUTY RIGEY, DEPUTY JUDD, DEPUTY STEVENS, 
DEPUTY ROGERS, AT THE TIME WE APPROACHED, ALSO THREE A.P.P. 
T-F ADDRESS? 
6°' 
IIP. VAMSCIVER: I'LL OBJECT TO HIS ESTIMATION, 
MOVE TO STRIKE. 
THE COURT: MAY -BE STRICKEN. 
Q BY MR. VERHOEF: liGVJ MANY TIMES DID YOU, 





AT LEAST ONCE, PROBABLY TWICE. 
DID YOU HEAR OTHERS ANNOUNCE? 
YES, SIR, I DID. 
NOU, YOU INDICATED THAT THE DOOR WAS KICKED 
n-r ;Tf P ? 
7V VTC C T n T T1 T7 TV O 
0 ABOUT HOW MUCH TIME ELAPSED FROM THE FIRST KICK 
TO THE SECOND KICK? 
A SKA?, SKA? — (INDICATING) ABOUT A SECOND. IT 
JUST OPENED, CAT K RICHT BACK AND KICKED IT AGAIN. 
Q HOW LONG AFTER THE 'DOOR I; AS KICKED, THE SECOND 
TIME, DID THE FIRST SHOT RING OUT? 
A IMMEDIATELY. IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE DOOR WAS 
KICI'ED THE SECOND TIME THE FIRST SHOT WENT OFF A! r% c, n n r* i ;SIO:M 
OF FOUR TO FIVE SHOTS PROCEEDED. 
Q MAS THERE SUBSTANTIAL SPACE BETWEEN SHOTS? 
A A S I H E A R D THE S K GTS, IT A P ? E A RED T H A T T H E R E \ 1 ?• £ 
A BOOM, BOOM ANT BOOM, BOOM, BOOM. EOOM. I COUNTED FIVE SHOTS. 
AS I HEARD THEM RIKG OFF, IT WAS PROBABLY WITHIN TWO TO THREE 
SECONDS THAT THE SHOOTING WAS STARTED UNTIL WHEN IT ENDED. 
TO DO I T . I T f S STRICTLY AN OPT IOH THAT I ALLOW MY MEM TO HAVE, 
0 L E G ! S GET BACK TO THE WARRANT. T H E R E ' S *:--iO 
QUESTION THAT YOU REQUESTED THE AUTHORITY TO HANDLE IT WITHOUT 
KNOCKING?' 
A Y E S , S I R . 
0 AND IN S P I T E OF THE ORDER GIVEN TO YOU EY THE 
COURT, THE POLICE POLICY — THE 5 H E R I F F : S POLICY I S TO IGNORE 
THAT AND SAY WE ARE THE S H E R I F F ! S ANYWAY? 
A I DCM !T KNOW THAT THAT I S P O L I C Y , WRITTEN DOWN, 
TM T> M p n ; rpn jp i? «c P P ^ T P ^ ^ P P TTT & rTI T -1 7\ O ^p t^v T M P nicrpOM \ ,"r H ' T ' J T 7 
i. •_' i f_. i.J 11 i:> t\ i - - -.J U l i . i U i... jr , ' U : 1 i ; . . ; i t x <:\ <„> i.. L i - . • i i i L : \^ o » • i v.. . . ;*\:. iv i . . i. 
:1 f f ^ ^ " 7 T T T ;-! T. * T ! ? 7 \ 7 \ J? r» O T T ^ 'T* T " T T r;' O T l I r> T^ n r« V A M C» r ' T ^ U •"•' ~ "• C "*• ' * 
i. •-• i_i i '•_ i. . 1 i -• J i - : . - ». i .."!. i \ -w v-- * -i. "— «^ U . . I j . , k,' .i. t .Vy u - J". I *./ * • ' * _ ! , • . J. ~ '• • : ; "• ».; ~ . 
INVESTIGATOR A,TD MOW AS A SUPERVISOR WE HAVE ALWAYS, EVEN 
THOUGH WE HAD A NO-KNOCK WARRANT, DID NOT NEED TO. GIVE NOTICE 
OF1 AUTHORITY, vrE HAVE ALWAYS DONE I T . ' *"*' , L 
P y p [i Pi y p j ~ r y r VT T H O U G H T*J J Q p ?»S E * "-*'"" E ^  '*' *' E 
^ T ^  v T r T P ^  
A NO. WE DTD I T AT THE SAME T I M E . SIMNETANEEE SLV 
DO N J*" A T T H E S - ' : E T T •*! **" . 
Q LET WE S E E . YOU OPENED THE SCREE'] POOR, RIGHT? 
A THAT TS CORRECT. 
0 RIGBY ROOTED THE DOOR, CORRECT? 
A CORRECT. 
Q YOU I D E N T I F I E D YOURSELVES? 
A WELL, I AND THE OTHER O F F I C E R S INVOLVED G^J7 
IMMEDIATE NOTICE THAT WE WERE THE S H E R I F F ' S O F F I C E . IT \ ? DONE 
A I WAS UELL GROOMED THAT MIGHT. I HAVE 
CHANGED MY PHYSICAL APPEARANCE. 
NOT 
Q HAIR A LITTLE SHORTER? 
A I DID NOT HAVE A. BEARD
 f I DIDN'T HAVE 
THAT NIGHT. I HAD LEVI fS, I HAD A SWEAT SHIRT AND A 
OVER ME. 
0 DID YOU HAVE A HAT? 
A NO, I DID NOT. 
MR. VANSCIVER: THAT'S ALL I HAVE. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION 
r
-- Y '' P . V E F ! • "• E ~ : 
A P E A R D 
JACKET 
0 OFFICE?,, WAS THERE A LOUD ?TOISE FROM THIS DOOR 
KICKING? 
A YES IT TOUL D BE UNFAIR TO CAY THER E T S NOT 
•'OIEE ;7I!E;I YOU KICK A DOOR. IT'S A FORCED ENTEY AND THERE r 5^  
Q LOUD ENOUGH TO DROWNED OUT --
MR. VANSCIVER: THAT'S LEADING. 
THE COURT: SUSTAINED. 
A 3Y MR. VERHOEF: LET ME REPHRASE THAT. DID YOU 
HAVE DIFFICULTY OF HEARING THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF SHERIFF'S 
OFFICE OVER THE DOOR KICK? 
A NO. I HAVE NEVER H-AD ANY PROFLEM WITH THAT. 
0 DID YOU FILE A HAND WRITTEN REPORT ON THIS 
T
 • A T ^  F ^  ? 
"^  I HALL OF J U S T I C E WHERE WE HAD A B R I E F I N G ON TEE SEARCH WARRANT 
2 I THAT WE WERE GOING TO DO,- AND THAT I T WOULD PROBABLY TAKE AN 
HOUR. 
Q HOW, YOU WENT BACK TOGETHER AS A TEAM, DID YOU? 
A THAT f S CORRECT. 
0 WHAT WAS YOUR ASSIGNMENT? 
A WHEN WE WERE GOING TO EXECUTE THE SEARCH WAHRAMr 
I T S E L F MY ASSIGNMENT WAS TO MAKE ENTRY TO LITERALLY NICK THE 
3 0 0 ? . 
p v j.%" r> T - -_j ^ rp T ' - J * " ^ p ^ P ;^ Pj '^ T ' A C fji TT XT r>T- T *-.T < T ! . ! r ' . ? r , - ^ * * T ' P ^ 
1 3 
p 
p 7? I - P M P 
SO I TAKE I T , YOU P O S I T I O N E D YOURSELF IN FRONT 
JEN DOOR? 
EN AC TIM'. 
E- WHAT HIE YOU DO CNC^ YOU WERE TN FRONT OF THAT 
r. Q OR? 
A WELL AS WE ACTUALLY EXECUTED THE SEARCH 
.•:ili\i.;rifc. i ; - W ; j . i i 'sj Li __> »^ • L, <: : L-/ ii J L L J ; i ; i v i_ i..i _w i_< - •« i^  L. ri L. -^ . i_i \J w ' .• i J - u -
~ p p f .7 T« r n r ) D T S T O R E H T p p p ^ f ^ y T »7 TT-pp Mm p p T H ^  " O O ^ A v ° "i IT ri" TI? 
c r ' V - n ' T T ' T P r n n y , ,,
 :.Trr! j . v ^ ,., p ^ D ~ ^  ^ -n J.J r QTi^n-i pnnD T *T rnnvm ot 
T T T '/Trf/^n Tirp T - p. p o " M tT- O p * T Tt p p P D 
-i. 1 , - -\ a. v^ i. ^  i_j U. A 4 . i_i » . >J v»/ : . ' I J i. i '- - - W -• 1 L-< V, .J i \ . 
Q WHAT HAPPENED WHEN YOU KICKED I T ? 
A I T OPENED APPROXIMATELY A FOOT, I IMMEDIATELY 
RAISED 2ACK AND KICKED IT AGAIN. AT T H I S T I M E , IT OPENED 
G £ 
PROBABLY ANOTHER SIX INCHES. THE DOOR UOULD EOT OPEN. 
Q DID YOU HEAR ANYTHING AT THE TIME YOU KICKED THE 
DOOR? 
A DID I HEAR ANYTHING? 
A PROBABLY E7ITHIN, OH, A MILLISECOND AFTER KICKING 
THE DOOR I YELL I'D SHERIFF'S OFFICE AT THIS TIT'S I HEARD 
\ J x . . . I • v.» i. i\i Jj LJ O . . J ;v x £ i. »_3 U I. J i «^ L. - l Li *-• v_/ • 
n
 THE;] UK AT HAPPENED? 
-4 u i - T i r r j j r / T p "- TT n ip u p H P 0 E ^ P P P ^  r1 P. * ? p. mT *. *. :? .~\ P 'x T ^ 
- : 7 ' * " " T T ; T ."> .••'i'l'T f T P P ^ o • >" p p T.J p "> r- ' T t r p p r . P ' V T 1 T "", rr r .-p •-7 7? T^  p p p p " ? P [ 7 " 
Q IF YOU UOULD CO DOUN AND DEAU A MARK, AH "X!T ON 
MOM KMT 1 !TE SHOTS I 'ERE PIEEE. 
'1A Vi ;CCTV^"<: P^NLD "IE JOIH TM A ^TT ^EL ^  ^  T0n 
-1 m rpTJTC. rpTf-p T!*_7 7». T» O r ^ L ' ^ D ^ ! m U ? P P P "^ T ^ P P P T P Q f ^ f ^ C ^ m P " U P T M p V 
.. '. -I X ' ' .1. _• -i. X » i—• j> X i - _"* J. - — . A . . ""- — i J * ' - . V- v> '_ • »*. x u . i W W i J »..*• i_^  *w> '»„; v . ;. ._> X ... ^ . . i u w.. O J. . x 
•T» * j 7v rn M o r n ; > V ^ O *••' ^ T- *T n r* T» 1: 7\ TI -? '.t r r*r T O <^  T t? *-> T.T -» c *"* HP 7\ * T PI T M ^  * n o • T tr c r^ r^v 
A i. 1 -\ x t; v_, L O ^ X w 0 . • x .„• i.- U,.: i •. i £-. x * i l * j 3 i" i v,' .v i _i rv . k' r . ^ o i / v L, U ± .-. VJ r4, x {^ . - t: o r L.- I 
FOR ALL FOUR SHOTS, TO TEE EXTENT THAT I THINK MAY RE 
T * f "^  O D P ^ P r; T 7\ rp rr> » 7 /-.. p r 7 p C -~> T rs >T -• p rn r\ q i T j r r V T 
x . !."""•- v . T \ v > Z " i \ - L . i * X - i , k t W W U _ J . » W . ""!.«.. i \ - / i » . i_' _ J / V J- A • 
M^ VERHC^1^! T ' LL S ^ I ^ U L ^ ^ E vOUR HC^!10-^ T - U ^ -
BY T H I S "IE DC EOT INTEND TO IMPLY THAT ALL SHOTS HERE FIRED 
FROM THE IDENTICAL SPOT THAT THEY COULD HAVE BEEN FIRED FROM 
,pmjT?n p p p T i p TIT T r 4 r r T 7 T n " n r r p n o p n ^ ^ P T T T ^ T 





YOU KICK AGAIN? 
YES, SIR. 
O OKAY. AND THEN MORE YELLING? 
A AS I KICKED THE FRONT DOOR, AS I KICKED THE 
DOOR, THE FIRST TIME, WE YELLED SHERIFF'S OFFICE. I PERSONALL 
YELLED SHERIFF'S OFFICE. I HEARD SHERIFF'S OFFICE BEING 
YELLED. I REACHED 3ACK AND KICKED THE DOOR AGAIN AND AT THIS 
TIME, I'M STILL YELLING AND IT'S MORE OF A CONTINUOUS THING. 
AGA^N I™ C C U L P H 1 0 uA\7p TAN-H ' SETOFF TO KICK m!ir DO OR "CAT'" 
0 THIS TI"W:. 3E nUENCE FROM TT;E BULLING 0!7 THE r>OOR 
^ Y 0 F ^  I^ ^ " A f»*•" Y AMr''E n TO GETn ' I *rO C -^ir' '"^ HH P0R^H ~n A KEF H0N L0 *'^  ? 
A 
n 
rpT'7O cr.r»nMnq *» T\ y r• p T u n r^  r* 
T H E W H O L E T I M E SEOUPM:CE*? 
K T p v T ' . ' C T T J 7? n p . n o r:p T <~n -? r T? V n v r n T ^ r v r* n TTTT -rp t 
•. v j. V - \. JL --. V- l . » u..; /../v., vv
 fc-. « i. • I J i. L ._ .. .. ,.\ _. ..J * 1 J ,.- J. c . . V . v..- . _ • . 
-ORCH. 
0 0 F F IC F E A L E Y \ i •; D E° C H A R A C T E R I Z E S T H F Tf -. £ 3 C 0 v 
ROOM, PERIOD OF WAITING AND ROOM, ROOM, ROOM. HE THINGS T':EEE 
MERE FIVE. FIRST OFF, WOULD YOU AGREE WITH THAT SEQUENCE? 
PAUSE BETWEEN NUMBER TWO AND NUMBER THREE. 
O OKAY. YOU ARE SAYING THEN, THAT YOUR 
RECOLLECTION IS THAT PERHAPS THE TIME SEGUENCE WAS MUCH 
SHORTER IN BETWEEN , THEN ACTUALLY THEY WERE JUST ROOM, -COM, 
BOOM, BOOM? 
1 K/i 
A THERE WERE A SLIGHT ?A rTC 'E AS I RECALL. EITHER 
BETWEEN ONE AMD THREE OR BETWEEH TWO AHD THREE. BUT HOT AH 
EXTENSIVE PAUSE. 
0 ^,£ DID HOT APPEAR? 
A AS I RECALL, IT HAS AFTER S I X WHEH HE SHOWED U P . 
n "'HE*'' v o n i_j "*, F :v ~> 
A THEH I LEFT, WEUT BACK TO THE HALL OF JUSTICE. 
Q AYE HAD YOUR HEETIHO ABOUT WHAT YOU WERE OOIHC 
rp r^ p n n m - p u p u r»; r - <q T? ;• :• i p. ; ' j \ r*, T? r c CJ " <"* I • 1 *t ^  fT H"1 c^  *? 






RELATIVELY DARK, I DO"7 ' F BErTEVE THERE HAS 
THE CURTAIN IS PULLED? 
DRAPES IN THE FRONT UIHC0I7 WAS CLOSED. 
THERE IS MO CLASS IE THE WOOD DOOF? 
THAT lS CORRECT. 
AHD THE MAXIMUM YOU GOT IT OPEN UAS 12 in 
I T f S REALLY HARP TO SAY, BUT T H A T ' S REAL C 
CUES? 
T Y 
T U P p T r j ^ T ' P T [ i r T T ~RL T T R TVCI* :" 
<; r f - r v T n ~r j r~T 
C T\ v "JO rV T rr' ! J T? f^m'J'r'n n % * T~ O 
EAR D C ^ T 
YOU APE GDI EC ' 
VERY T O P . 
•: GIJ f,r E R " Y 0 U PRESSED T H A T :*N I G H T ? 
L:VITS AHD A SHIRT, I COM'T RECALL, 
AHYTBIHG GH YOUR HEAP? 
!:0r a.ECUT A BEARD? 
YES, I RELIEVE I HAD A BEARD, 
H DW RIG " D E ^  P P ? 
MELL, YOU KHOv; — COULD YOU SIMULATE ABOUT HCW 
: MUCH OE YOUR PACE IT WOULD HAVE COVERED? 
PROBABLY ECHOED THAH THE GENTLEMAN IE THE JURY 
•p M '•>. p 7 T ' ] F , 
1 f Q 
ARE YOU EMPLOYED? 
A SALT LAKE COUNTY SHI: JIFF'S OFFICE. 
WHAT DO YOU FOH SALT LAKE COUHTY SHERIFF'S 





P I V I F I Or: ? 
A 
C 
\r />. r i T v* r.i f M 
1 \ > U i x'J i. l ! i 
MARCOTICS DIVISION. 
HOW LO:!G HAVE YOU WORKED FOR THE MARCOTICS 
APPROXIMATELY SIX, SEVEN HOHTHS. 
DRAWIHC YOUR ATTFHTIOH TO JANUARY 27., 
APEA OF <-i-o FORTH 9^r WEST? 
V ^ q T r. ' \ o 
-\_: -\ n n r r ^ 1 v ~ *T P O T \ T r - p T i r p 
•;_ .A -T " ; r c v o r''- ? 0 L E ° 
,?., c o T -'7 ?•• ;• i i. i C O • X \-J 1_ :. J _ ~li -\ i l i ; ; - ' \ . . . JL *. _. C .-- - X 
•v T T ^  ^oop '. \ A E PT? 7r • '• ' ^ " v r n ^ %-T n ^ T^ r jv r £ Q F L ^  C P T •* "i" *• • T H~ ~ U S' 
0 DID YOU CO U"' OF THE PORCH OF T^F PFEV I SFS? 
0 A :•; U • u -\ «-n r. ? -« q THE LIGHTIHG CONDITION LIKE WHFH 
"OFT H P " ' u WEFT UP OF THE PORCH? 
T U T p r o f i T -TI q -7 f yp :T T\ q f 7 M f T T <T * 7 r D r« : < ^ c w 
X i . >._ — v.- - x V... i i » X _ ».. .. «_J J_ f • • . '. i j O . » i_i _ X J . » t . 1 J J . ; I ^ « _ - » J » - \ 
• uQ p f j ^ ^ r-• :> ,c Q*,* , n : - E n 0 n r M ' ' WI*^'" r ' 0 U*^  
YOUR INITIAL JUST AM !w?n EY THAT "X". 
"oui.n Trou izncrIBW THE SEQUENCE or EVENS AND 
WHERE YOO MOVED TO AFTER YOU ARRIVED AT THAT PARTICULAR 
LOCATION? 
A THIS WAS MY LOCATION UNTIL DEPUTY RICBY KICKED 
THE DOOR. IT WAS RIGHT ADJACENT TO THE DOORWAY AS EEnUTY BICI 
KICKED THE DOOR. IT THEN OPENED APPROXIMATELY SIX TO EIGHT 
INCHES AMD THEN CAME IMMEDIATELY CLOSED AGAIN. 
PRIOR TO HIM KICKING THE DOOR, SERGE*-.MT 
^LEKANDER /DELED SHERIFF'S OFFICE AS DEPUTY ^IGEY KICKED THE 
D D D B . I YELLED SHERIFF' E 0 B F 7 C p . THE DOOR B EI'T 0?r"' A!:E 
AGAIN. DEPUTY RICBY KICKED THE DOOR ANOTHER TIN t~*r r> r • • r-i r\ T.: 
• i n m r M n ^ r n T P P P . pr"*"^ ^ T - r " r->o.r^.p p. o *n M P / P T p /~ ^  m T •  * c ~ r^ TT •"T* U P ! : n r ; i T 
_\ JL i. .-_•.. - _ :.. !.• I '•-•• i. •  - ' •• V•: i ^ . . •_. '.. v.- v •_..-. v.' c :.t . . * .P ,; j . . J vj 1. 1 i. , • _ i _;;_ J. . : L . . v.' U k . a 
r \ " ) 7 ! r | ^ ] j \ p p. p,T 7 p t? D T ^ , T 1 T ' ^ (~ 'T T4 T" y f> ' " PI1 ' V V rri <"  r ? f : " *: P 
fMWf FTOE. WHERE YOU WE?7T T O . 
£ T p n r i ' T q p r JTUIT^T: T ^ E P O O ^ T <? r T n q T r n T P C P F P T 
WOULD ASSUME IT WOULD BE OPEL! APPROXIMATELY TO T.TIS POINT, I 
MADE MY BODY IK BETWEEN THE DOOR FFAME AMD THE DOOR ITSELF, 
KITTIHG THE DOOR- WITH MY ELBOW II! THIS MANLIER (INDICATING) TO 
GET THE DOOR OPENED. 
Q WOULD YOU DRAW AM ARROW FROM YOUR "X" OVER TO 
WHERE YOU WENT. THANK YO\). YOU MAY RESUME YOUR SEAT. 
YOU INDICATED TO THE JURY THAT YOU MADE A 
1 i 
MOTION WITH YOUR ARM. WHAT I-J AS THE PURPOSE OF THAT? 
A TO TRY AND FORCE THE DOOP OPEN FURTHER SO WE 
COULD GET INSIDE. 
Q DID YOU H AVE ANY ITEAPOMS IN YOUR HANDS? 
A I DID. I HAD MY WEAPON IN MY RIGHT HAND. 
0 AND HOW FAR DID YON GET INTO THE DOORWAY? 
A JUST GOT MY FOOT ACROSS THE THRESHOLD, 
BASICALLY, AND THE AREA OF THE DOOR WHICH WAS SLIGHTLY OPENED 
JUST FILLED THE SPACE THERE, COULDN'T GET THE DOOR COMPLETELY 
OPENED. 
0 YOU INDICATED WITH YOUR H7 ,TDS HO:~ FAR THE DEEP 
WAS OPENED FOR THE RECORD COULD YOU APPROXIMATE THAT IN TERMS 
OF INCHES? 
A I WOULD SAY 12 TO 14 INCHES. 
DCOE'-AY? 
A WELL, I HAD MY RIGHT SIDE OF MY EODY AGAINST THE 
DOORWAY ITSELF AND MY -OTHER PONTIC;! OP T"JE LEFT SIDE OF MY EODY 
WAS TRYING TO MAKE ENTRANCE INTO THE HOUSE. I WAS 
APPROXIMATELY IN A 4 5 DEGREE ANGLE. 
O THEN WHAT HAPPENED? 
A AS IMMEDIATELY AS I HIT THE DOOR WITH MY ARM, I 
ATTEMPTED TO YELL SHERIFF !S OFFICE AND I HEARD GUN FIRE AND 
HEARD FLASHES OF THE WEAPON ITSSL?. 





YOU CHECKED IT OUT? 
YES, SIR. 
AMD SATISFIED YOURSELF THAT THERE WAS MOT A 









AMD THEN PROCEEDED ON UP THE STAIRS? 
CORRECT. 
NOW, DID PART OF YOUR BODY ACTUALLY ENTER THI 
v p c 
Z\' ! i) T T T; 3 T p \ r-> 'T» r 7 -\ q j. I.T ;\ n-. 9 
THE RIGHT PORTION OF NY BODY ACROSS TIN 
.ND ARE YOU RIGHT OR LEFT HANDED? 








C L D THE CUM? 
WHICH HAN D , RIGHT HA N D ? 
YES . 
I HAD IT IN BOTH HANDS, AT THAT TIME. 
YOU WERE DOING THE SAME THING THAT YOU 
LIKE THIS. (INDICATING) 
SO YOU HAD BOTH HANDS AND THE GUN IN THE HOUSE? 
ACROSS THE FOUNDATION, YES. 
1.1' 
Q AND WHAT HIND OF GUN 17f\S IT? 
A SMITH, WESSON 357 MAGNUM. 
Q DO YOU HAVE IT WITH YOU? 
A I DO. 
0 PRETTY GOOD SIZE GUM? 
A THREE AND A HALF INCH BARREL. 
0 SHOW IT TO US. 
(WITNESS SHOWS GUN) 
Q OKAY. AND HOW IS IT LOADED? 
A T m t o Tr,-\r^v?r^ C;TD 
n L I *^ .-J -J \ L^ >,; i-> / O J. *.v . 
E YOU EETTEN" UNLOAD IT TO EE SAFE. COULD YOU 
DEMONSTRATE FOE US NOW, WHAT IT WAS THAT YOU WERE DC^NC? 
A YES, SIR. I ENTERED THE DOORWAY OF THE HOUS . 
I HAD THE GUN IN THIS NOEITION, I HIT THE DOOR LIKE THIS. THE 
GEN WAS RIGHT HERE LIKE THIS. DIRECTLY IN FRONT OF HE. 
Q AND YOU INDICATED TO US A PORTION OF YOUR EODY 
ECTUALLY DID CROSS THE THRESHOLD. 
A YES, 15 DEGREE ANGLE, SIMILAR TO THIS. 
Q WHY rL*E TWO HANDS, I DON'T UNDERSTAND THAT? 
7\ T T ' C c ^ r p p p r n r 'T'M^T1^ T F D J'• ^^ m ^ " ~> n jtr.U rsT'^ O P ^ 
TRAINING FOR CONTROL OF THE WEAPON. 
0 AND IS IT — IS THE TWO HANDS ACTUALLY A SAFETY 
SAFETY MEASURE AH D MEASURE TO CONTROL THE 
7.?T? * ^ o ; , YE.! 
12f 
*> 1 
Q YOU ARE UELCOME TO SIT DOWN, IF YOU WOULD LIKE. 
YOU TELL US THAT YOUR BEST RECOLLECTION IS ALEXANDER PULLS THE 






THE STORM DOOR, YES, SIR. 
AND THEN FOLLOWING THAT KICKING OCCURS, THEN YOU 
n r\ ^  D i? c T 
RICBY NEVER YELLED? 
I BELIEVE RIGPY YELLED ALSO. 
I; AS 
AL 
7*. T C \ *•" * r"1 c ?v v rn n p v T " r ^ F M T *"• F " T T ; n f\ • V n r. q T ^  T n *•* T 
0 WELL IS YOUR RECOLLECTION THAT YOU, RIGPY, 
N
 p P ", [ [ •""'•') 7> T7 i? v *-> r y *-> nv *p 









-,NP THE SEQUENCE QF EVENTS IS ?S UCV 
) Tu"* 
V F c 
T | ! ] ? M <n M r- !' T P tf? 
v t? C 
AND WAG THERE MORE YET LING WHEN THE DC*' 
YES, THAT'S WHEN I MADE NOTIFICATION. 
THEN YON WENT IN AT THAT POINT? 
NO, AFTER THE SECOND KICK. 
121 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR, VERHOEF: 
0 OFFICER STEVENS, YOU INDICATED THAT YOU 
SAY HOVJ MANY SHOTS WERE FIRED, IN YOUR OPINION, HOW MAN 
WERE FIRED? 
A TO MY BEST RECOLLECTION, I THOUGHT THERF 
FIVE. 
Q DID YOU RETURN FIRE? 
A I DID NOT. 





0 DID YON DO ANYTHING WITH RESPECT TO PPIN 
YOUR GUN INSIDE THE HOUSE TO RETURN FIRE? 
A NO, SIR. 
0 AS ^AR AS THE LIGHTING CONDI T IONS, "HERE 
YON AT? HERE YOU NELL LIT IN THAT DOORWAY? 
A NO, SIR. I HAD NOT GOT THAT EAR INTO 7H 
ITSELF. APPROXIMATELY 12 INCHES OF THE DOOR AS OPENED 
WAS STILL COMING IN FROM DARKNESS OF THE PORCH. 
0 . WAS YOUR GUN INSIDE THE HOUSE? 
A I BELIEVE IT WAS. 
MR. VERHOEF: • NO FURTHER QUESTIONS. 
RE-CROSS-EMAMINAT ION 
BY MR. VANSCIVEP: 
G I'M NOT CERTAIN. ARE YOU SAYING YOU SW 
E HOUSE 
AND I 
1 *> ; 
A DO YOU WANT HE TO SHOW THEIl THIS PHOTO FIRST. 
O REFER TO IT ON THE BACK AS THE EXHIBIT JUMPER. 
A • EXHIBIT 7*12. THAT THE PENETRATION OF THE PULLET 
THROUGH THE AWNING AGAIN THE AWNING COVERING THE PORCH AT 44 8 ' 
NORTH AND THE PENETRATION OF THE BULLET THROUGH THAT ALUMINUM 
AWNING. 
Q AND I F YOU WOULD BE NORE COMFORTABLE, YOU CAN 
A WHICH EVER. 
r\ ^V.^™ r r r ; T : f . p T ^  f p u j q M^.PT^ "MID WE l ' A V p D E S I G N A T E D 
n. r. n r 1 r rp T c - - 1 1 
WHET IS IT ON Tl^Z OUTSIDE GOING THROUGH THE AWNING, EIGHT? 
A APPROXIMATELY EIGHT FEET, YES, SIR. 
O 01—V S,r> I-i-1 ?- DIS^ '^-'CE 6^ WH7^1 THREE FE-T T ^  f S 
7
 1.11 :C FRO- 5-11 (WR RIX FOOT TO EIGHT FOOT? 
7\ - T TI > ?n r?\ * r n p •» rj c r» p
 f p ». f 7*. rp p I 3 E ' G S I R 
O ^ L L ?vl G H T . 
*> T i-p i q -3 j :^ T *.ip v r c 
O SUBSTANTIALLY AND THAT THREE FOOT DISTANCE, IT 
n j c T? C a_C ? { []P JJ V ? rpT TP P ^ p *? *? 
T\ j -rr :r ' -7 '-n v r c 
.. V JL . . . J — —1 i . _ - . v - J • \*> j - . ! • < . ' • 
}A p \ 7 7^  \ - n p T \ 7 r T- • rn jLI 7\ m I q A T F 
i.'; i v • V r , . , ' V J . V J l . . » 1 r\ , - i. O r!. Li Ll • 
1 ••""* f 7 n "p T..: y '?' r v V - T '•!?'• ^ ^ H ' " 
p, V ; •! •? ' 7 *r» p M Q P v • 
Q OFFICER PRIOR, NOT WITHSTANDING ANYTHING ABOUT 
A UM-IIUM. 
O I S THERE ANYTHING IN THERE ABOUT, " S H E R I F F ' S 
O F F I C E ? ' ' 
A MO, S I R . 
0 I : ! FACT, YOU F I R S T RECOLLECTION I S THAT YOU 
[ j n ^ D rp T.T -p r 7 [ ] M r 7 T ' O r n 0 n , / ' ' > i E T I r : ; - \ n T • * E F ' T ^ T ' T ; - ' J E rr,TTT?>-f '""i T-J 7" • ^ n A r r . ^ M O V ; ' H C 
^ppnn" 1 i"nvP T'jT'~n\r "\ f p, f u r , m ^ P r n ? 
/ i J - V.' U 1 i. r . JL/ .1 - ^ J i v i . M i ! - , : J l . t - . i 1 vj _ V, • 
A COULD YOU REPEAT THE Q U E S T I O N . 
p. *' f V f ^ ^ n • "^  T: 71 p " ] ;-.T ~ • • Q T1 E ^ T n C T p .o D P P p m *? 
7\ ; : Q . x HEAED 0 H E G I E E r E EErEEGGEET YELL EG' E I E E T . 
f > y r~; p p , • * p n p | ! - H T ^ - ' H"' P T~ r; ' X * ? r~' H T1 T- • T H ^ "0 H O <T p, 
I JUST GAGE'T IMPORTANT? • 
P ,~\ 7 r " C ~ p . T M ' T •'"' f •"", T >-T r^ rJ P n P ~. r \ ~-» rp 
- . V. • U ...... . ' • J. --> ; ' I '-T - - • .1 • - -> • • •- -- -- W .\ i • 
'T r • T7" f.' ."i - P1 P w '•'-, ?•" ^ C 7 t : : , n ; T r i ? ; M p r i ^ P P r 7 T> T '•* ' H O V A *' >" 
r -J f" - , 1 f " - -r\-rr-r>^T i-\ T p r* T~i m T j i - i . " ~ T ,' P O r r P '-» rri .-» r "» • ] p •_' p> rr% .'"* 
m » 
J V T7» P C T P 
0 EG^ ^OP Uri-vT EVER E ^ S O G E E E ^ ^ E E ' S OF r ? TCT ? M"E 
AEGOUHCOMGGTG O77 PURPOSE D I D ' I ' T G P T I E ? 
^
 rTn c:T P 
O 'THEN TrCU GOT ARGUED TO THE BACK THEEE GAG A 
COGGEREAT ICE GAG TH^EE ECT? 
Q AGD TEAT GAS EETGEEE AGEET EOETOLGSSI AMD GR. 
A I HEARD SOMEONE IN THE ROOM AT THE NO^TM EAST 
COR ITER OF THE BUILDIMG. I YELLED INSIDE FROM MY POSITIOi-J hS 
"KARL, IS THAT YOU/ 1 AMD HE REPLIED, " YES." 
Q AND UHAT DID YOU SAY NEXT? 
A I TOLD HIM THAT MY NAME IS GARY BORTOLNSSI FROM 
ADULT PROBATION AMD PAROLE. I ASKED HIM IF HE REMEMBERED ME 
UHEH HE MAS A CLIENT AT THE HALFUAY HOUSE. 
0 AND DID HE RESPOND TO THAT? 
A YES. 
0 ) T D r* ^  S ^  v A*"vm H T f".° Tp YOU AT ^ H Ar=~! ^0 T N"^  ^  
A "jr;i M^EEP * IF UH?vT MAS GOING ON OUT ^ H ' ^ E . 
0 AND WHAT DIE YOU SAY TO THAT? 
A T BASICALLY SAID THAT ME MERE THERE AT THE 
PREMISES. IDENTIFIED MYSELF, I INDICATED OR ASXED HIM IE THEE! 
MAS ANYONE INSIDE MITE HIM. 
C DID HE RESPOND TO THAT? 
A HE FIRST OF *LL RESPONDED EY SAYING, "I DCM'T 
IAHT TO BE SHOT." AND THEN INDICATED HE WANTED TO CT:EL UTS 
FAT HER. 
Q DID HE ASK YOU ANYTHING ELSE DURING THIS 
CCNVERSATION? 
A OTHER THAN UHAT WAS GOING ON OUT THERE, IS TV.Z 
ONLY REAL QUESTION. 
0 DID YOU REMAIN UNTIL HE CAME OUT OF THE HOUSE? 
A NOT AT THE POSITION I ASSUMED. I CHANGED MY 
1 r;: 
COVER AND MOVED TO THE NORTH I7E3T CORNER, BY ONE OF THE 
SHERIFF'S OFFICERS. 
0 COING RACK TO THE POINT AT WHICH YOU HEARD THE^ 
vJORDS SHERIFF'S OFFICE BEING YELLED. NOW FAR AI7AY FROM MHERE 
THE OFFICERS WERE, MERE YOU, AT THAT TIME? 
A I HAD NEVER TAKEH ANY MEASUREMENTS, BUT I MOULD 
APPROXIMATE AT LEAST 20 FEET, 25 FEET. 
O AND HOW LOUD MAS THE YELLING OF THE WORD 
SHERIFF'S OFFICE? 
A POND ENOUGH "PR Mr TO HE^D AT TF.vr PT E^-NC -. 
MR. MACEOUCAL: THAT'S AIL T HAVE. 
CROSS -EXAT' I NAT I ON 
?Y MP. VAHSCIVER: 
0 'JOE, YOUR RECOLLECTION IS ^ KICN FIRST? 
Z>. V ^  Q 
0 NO ANNOUNCEMENT OF PURPOSE OR INTENTION ^r'IOF TO 
A ONLY ANNOUNCEMENT T HEARD -MAS SHERIFF'S OFFICE 
AFTER THE FIRST KICN. 
C PRIOR TO THE KICK? 
A NO RECOLLECTION OF ANY WORDS BEING SPOKEN. 
Q THEN, YOU THINK THAT THERE MAY H^VE BEEN 
SOMETHING SAID AFTER THE FIRST KICK ABOUT SHERIFF'S OFFICE? 
A DISTINCT WORDS SHERIFF'S OFFICE MERE YELLED. 
r AND DO YOU KNOW P.Y WHOM"5 
A NO, I DO NOT. 
Q OKAY. I:: THAT BECAUSE AT THAT TIME, IN ALL 
FAIRNESS, YOU WERE PROBABLY AROUND THE CORNER? 
A NO, I WAS AT THE SIDE OF THE CFFICFRS, I WAS 
THE SIDE AND THERE WAS A GROUP OF THEM ON THE FRONT PORCH AF 
AND IT WAS DARK. I COULD NOT SEE WHO WAS YELLING. 
0 HOW MANY OF THEM YELLED? 
A I COULD NOT SEF WHO WAS YELLING. THERE WAS F 
T^7npr i? OM T»T-TT" pnnfAT rn°cM ~~ or ^ 
0 WELL, WITHOUT BEING AFLF TO S7y:?
 f FID YOU !';^Ar 
EA 
TVF 
HO T H T P MOT H ^  - R T? T \ 7 p x/f:, T p r q T ; i r 
T
^ I V E VO T C F F 9 
A 
V O I C E . 
C -SO ONLY ONE Y E L L E D ? 
A I HEARD CNF V O I C E Y E L L G H ~ R I F F ' C ^ F . r , I C E . 
F " YOU t : ^ iy A C O N V E R S A T I O N WITH M P . F I N E N E S S A '"" N' 
T
 N F U I R F D 0 F \ ]l] 7\ T WAS C 0 I N G 0 NT I S TIIA T A F A I R ST A T E * • F N T ? 
A Y E S . 
F A N n ^c . r, £, Q v.? T] D ^ H A T U P T7 I T H TT•* E S " A T F M F .^7 T T F A ^ ' H 
n j n > T r^ • n : ~ T\ f : rn rr1 /—•, /"• T """ C M O T "^  
A Y E S . 
Q WAS THERE A CONVERSATION AT THAT TIME ABOUT AN 
OFFICER FT. INC INJURED? 
A NO. 
0 YOU ARE SURE OF THAT*? 
Q DID MR. WINSNESS HAKE AMY - -
MR. VAHSCIVER: I ' L L S T I P U L A T E THAT WHATEVER WAJ 
S A I D , WAS SAID FREELY AND VOLUNTARILY. 
Q BY MR. MACDOUGAL: WOULD YOU TELL THE JURY WHAT 
I T WAS THAT MR. WINSNESS STATED TO YOU THAT EVENING AFTER YOU 
ARRIVED AT THE HALL OF J U S T I C E ? 
A REFLECTING ON MY NOTES TH£T I TOOK OF THE 
I N C I D E N T , IT WAS UNSCLICITEE INFORMATION. THE DEFENDANT SAID 
THERE WERE SNOTS F I R E D . DID A COP GET SHOT, I GOT SCARED 
pi j p *T ' :p V *7 f)r ; i ; I T ,\ rn <• • p ; > p T p > ^  f n p ,^ \ v r? j* m T-I ]""• D H V P M ' ^ t 1 T p . T f j ^ I ry 
T
 ' 2. M •"" T O ^ p m «7» u ,~ rn • • v O T r 77 
0 WAS THAT ALL HE S A I D ? 
' C O T 1 
MR. MACROUG^L: T H A T ' S ALL I HAVE, 
C E 0 S E - E v" AM I •:!*T 10 H 
'1R. VAMSCIVEP r 
C NOW, LET ME MAKE SURE I .HAVE T H I S DOWN. VF ASKS 
— YCU HAVE NO IDEA r :HAT COMMUNICATION WENT ON PRIOR TO THE 
TIME THAT YOU WERE ACTUALLY INVOLVED IN TRANSPORTING? 
A I H?VE NO I D E A . 
Q AND YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT INFORMATION MR. WIMSNESE 
WOULD HAVE BEEN COLLECTING? 
A I HAVE MO KNOWLEDGE OF THAT. 
Q YOU WOULD BE THE F I R S T ON TO AGREE THAT >r,YEODY 
THAT I S HAULED DOWN TO THE POLICE STATION AFTER HAVING S HOT A 
UORTH 930 WEST? 
A I WAS TO ALONG TJITH DEPUTY JUDD TAKE THE EIGHT 
BEDROOM OF THE RESIDENCE AMD SECURE IT FOR AMY PEOPLE OR GUMS* 
OR WEAPONS. 
O THE RIGHT BEDROOM? 
A YES. 
Q 17ERE YOU ARMED THAT MIGHT? 
?_ V P C T ^ A C 
r. r-7 u A fp W F 0 E Y0 *"7 ^  "^  P R Y T M G ? 
A *•• ^ S . 
0 DID YOU HAVE THAT OUT AMD IM YOU1? HAMD WHEH YOU 
- P PR 0ACHEL THE HOUSE? 
A YES . 
n 'T:.JP\T vp, n ?;pnn,v,n,4rn TI-1^ u n r c ^ " T Y P T - T ' T vr.r 
~M^L?T:; WH-I n^nPEMEr AS PEST YOU RECALL? 
A I APP-^O^CHED THE HOUSE WAG ST-HDIHG BELOW TUE 
FEOMT PORCH OF THE HOUSE AS SERGEAMT ALEXAMDFR OPENED THE 
SCREEN DOOR DEPUTY RIOBY KICKED THE DOOR. I MCTICED THAT THE 
DOOR DIDM'T OPEH, I THEM STEPPED UP OM TO THE FRONT PORCH 
AGAIM AMD THE DOOR STILL DTDH'T OPEH. APPROXIMATELY SIM 
T;iCHES TO A FOOT. CUMFIRE STARTED COMIMG OUT FROM THE HOUSE. 
0 DID YOU HE*R ANY VERBAL WARMIMGS? 
MR. VAMSCIVER: MOW, THAT'S LEADIMO. HE JUST 
DESCRIBED THE EVEMT AMD OMITTED IT. 
19 o 
NR. VERHCBF: LET ME REPHRASE THE QUESTIONS. 
0 WAS THERE ANY STATEMENTS MADE BY ANY OF THOSE 
INDIVIDUALS ASSEMBLED ON THE PORCH? 
A YES, SIR. ALL OF US WAS YELLING SHERIFF'S 
OFFICE AS DEPUTY RICBY WAS KICKING THE DOOF. 
0 WHY DON'T YOU STEP DOWN TO STATES EXHIBIT FIVE, 
AND SHOW WHERE YOU WERE STANDING WHEN YOU WERE HIT. WOULD YOU 
NARK AN SIX" AND THEN PUT AN S,R" NEXT TO IT. 
A YOU JUST WANT WE TO ^ K E AN "X'?? 
0 WHERE YOU WERE STANDING VTHHN y'OV: WERE HIT. 
A THERE IS THE DOOR WAY TO THE RESIDENCE RIGHT 
HERE. 
\J J. J... O • 
A I MPS PROBABLY RIGHT HERE. 
0 C ^ H v O'U ?' * *rH ^ H ;' T ^ ? I r ' T L E E " r- '''• r ° <" r*rri ~ M ' n ?; 
* - »7 -«rrn T I o. in T ' ?\ TI n r n ft T n 
i : i / \ j . 1 v. • .- C- i * i i_- C : J W n . i £ ... "i L A ) w IJ x . 
Q AS THE SHOTS RANG OUT, I HAVE YOU HEAR, DID YCH 
M O V ^ 7\ "H i f " p r ^ m r 7 r i p c . T T. uj ^ p i n q n A •' n ^ U " f ^ C T O u H ^ ^ 
A YES, I DID. 
Q IN WHAT DIRECTION DID YOU MOVE? 
A TO NY RIGHT. 
0 " DT"> vOU TV'E ANY 9 T F o c ^ " O P E YPN ''oi'Tn*) 
A I WAS JUST TURNING LIKE THIS, I BELIEVE DEPUTY 
STEVENS HAD BEEN HIT I THOUGHT IN MY MIND THAT DEPUTY STEVENS 
ABOUT STAYING AWAKE THROUGH OUT THE WHOLE FIGHT BECAUSE I 
DRAGGED THE MIGHT BEFORE I CASHED MY CHECK AND TAKES ME FOR 
EVER TO SHOP AMD THEN MAKE LUNCH AND EVERYTHING. 
Q BUT ANYWAY. YOU WERE OUT LATE THE NIGHT BEFORE 
AND YOU WERE TIRED ON FRIDAY? 
A I COME HOME, YOU WANT THE WHOLE SEQUENCE? 
Q WELL, — 
A WHAT SO YOU WANT ME TO GO FROM? 
' VE T r :^ WE 51 MOW YOU EY :r.l" } I T -». ?•- r. T ."7 a * Tm Y P *T 
o 
' H A T ' S MY C A R , 
:OW TTHAT H A P P E N E D TO ! ? ? > ' 
'T GOT E I R ^ D BOMBED ONE T I M ! I W-W-
TII'D. 
O A N R Y 0 r 1 JUST LEFT' IT T H F R E ? 
n r ^ v q T ; p r» \? T p. ^ T • f V : i 0 ^ r y rp r» ^ i? «T 11 r> c 7 Q r 7 u ?\ «T> T » p. [ T ^ r 7- r> HP 
O DO YOU KNOW WHAT RURCLARY IS? 
* yT?c T f M v r?, r A^APP p ^  TTp * T P rn? fT * r> v - c f • v 
INSURANCE WON'T COVER ME FOR THEFT NO MORE OVER THERE "-ECAUS; 
LIKE WORKING OVER THERE BEING SINGLE AS MANY TIMES I NAVE 3" : 
^ T N C r . r - p*^ PH-my n p r v p :\r>. T > 7 r , r n T y,f •TUT' A o T7 A u r r n n p ^ p r ^ r ? T > ? P ? . 
0 
A 
HOW MANY TIMES HAVE YOU BEEN KNOCKED O^ 'ER? 
AS SOON AS MY NAME HITS THE PAPER FOR 1EINO 
INCARCERATED, I THINK THERE IS A FOOT RACE TO MY MOUSE. 
Q AND YOU DON'T DENY YOU HAVE SOLD HEROIN? 
A NOU, THAT'S A LITTLE DIFFICULT RIGHT THERE. TF 
YOU ARE INVOLVED IN DRUGS YOU CAN'T GO ' TO SAFFvJAY AND PICK IT 
UP LIKE TO HAVE A CLICKY TYPE THING. YOU KMON, UHAT I MEAN, 
YOU GOT sen:?; - - I ' L L GET IT FROM YOU AND I F I GOT SOME YOU KNOW 
YOU GET If FROM ME OR JOE GOT IT TODAY, PETE'S GOT IT TOMORROW 
YOU IMROM MEAT I MEAN. 
O IS TFTS cEPSON THIS CONFIDENTIAL INFORM-NT IN 
T'M "ARRANT, PC YOU NNO": HIM? 
A YES, I KNOM HIM. 
C TELL ME AEOUT THAT, DID YOU BUY IT FROM HIM? 
? V P C T r.T TT 7\ p r-- L T T ^ F T ' ; [ T f V ^ 1 r E T 7 ' " *"! 7\ V T • ? r * ' *'*7 f ' O ' i T V 
*'"" 0 LI '*r - R r--w ;A-rr T' H - r ' I R C,T1 C U ^  O ^  T H E n E ** I Tr '" *,T T T ^ n Y rn u p v G A V ~* " T 
' T p '• T p , '": P p f ^ f T ~\T C A : : r> •" » * T n p r j j ». ? p p > T ; : y ' - M f C " r> 7\p " ' 7? >.: m ^ n \ ' ' ™ <P p- ; , p 
7,~: p P i : P. f ' :^ r ; > r } P *\ T r r | T-I ^ T ^ T M 7 T * f 1 rr. p v y M n T P r ; n ^ f p rr rn w v 
STUFF, GET EVERYTHING TOGETHER, PICK UP DOUBLE JOES MITH SOME 
FPIENPS, MTCHT HAVE A HUNDRED HERE A HUNDRED THERE, YOU NNOT", 
DOING PLUMPING AND SO I COT AEOUT THREE THOUSAND DOLLARS SAVED 
UP IN DEGEMPEP FOP MY HOUSE AND I'M IN THE MIDDLE OF 
NEGOTIATING I GUESS, ON OF MY ROOMMATES TELLS THE OTHER GUY I 
p p rp T '-[ J ^ V O * 1 ?T V f t p r* 0, *-T -" C P \ r r? r> r - p n y i q i C m p rn t? f r M C 7\ f F •-"« U T C 
.->.-7 7\ v n T p> v* .V '*n ^ f r r n r? "•" c C T U T P T ? T ^ T J T C ? T O rpxjr* Q ^ \ M P ^ n M T? T n p >" -v T * r 
IL:FO:"<;.:: ;T\ . 
C L E T ' S CUT TH?,T FOR JUST A MINUTE. THE 
21? 
FROM MY HOUSE AT THE TIIiE SO IT?S MY FAULT YOU KKOI7, I MEAE H 
[/AS GIVING HE A RIDE. 
0 LET'S GET AROUND. LET'S GET TO THE BOTTOii OF 
THE LINE. HERE YOU FIGHTING T7ITH THIS GUY? 
A I!E EOT FRAHX. V7TTH A LOT OF PEOPLE, I EEAH, 
*Q A •' n '7^ 
HUHOEED DCLLAPS THEE HE A/AS IE JAIL FOE ABOUT FOUR DAYS AXD I 
GAVE HIM EG; IE XOHEY TO GET THE CAR OUT OF IEPOUED AED GWE EAS 
*:T\ p. '"jTr^ f^ K j UOUr E*-T f r*' -MIT EY EG EST U *"-' ;:,OR 3- IL 0^ r ETE T^ fE "' 
[''."! r r." •? 7 r T 7 •""* !"?• • r 7 m I :? p, ^ r v r 7 7}. T v r . jp ^ O T O f ' r p 7 * T P q ; ; , n j <: r ; -^  p rr v r . v 7 •'* «~ 
COULD - 7 ! T PI; XY EOESE OUT AED IT'S XY FAULT. 
I HAVE EO IEEA iJHERS YOU ARE GOIHG. 
I JAXXIHO UP. ".. ,' 
LET XE SHOE YOU EEEIPIT HUXEEE 7. 
XIIT EEIEC SO EERVCUS. 1XHAT IS EXEISIT SEVEM? 
ITfS A PLACE EEHIED THE DOCR, SIMILAR EC VHAT 
i r; t F 
TELL EE HOE "THAT XORKS AT MIGHT UHEE - O. T T * '7 IT 
OKAY, ITfS PRETTY Sv PL'"^ Cn ESPECI7, LLV ^^ "TER ,rOU nO ^ r TriTrr" 
BIT OF TIER, PEOPLE GET OUT OF JAIL THEY GOT EC PLACE TO STAY 
PEOPLE HAVE TO CO DOEE AEE RELAX ALEOST AS CO? TO COECE CE 
THAT, I?f3 NOT EXACTLY UHAT SHE SAID OR MAYEE EVEN WHAT SHE 
DIDN'T SAY, BECAUSE LIKE WHEN SHE SAID THAT, I ASKED WELL , UIIO 
IS THIS, WHAT THE HELL, YOU KNOW UHAT I MEAN. LIKE SHE HUNG rJHP 
HOI7 LIKE THE VOICE IS UNKECUN, LIKE THE ONLY UAY I CAM RECEIVE 
IT IS LIKE UAY EE SOMEBODY IS STANDING THERE FORCING THE PHONE 
CALL TELLS HEP UKAT TO SAY AS THE IMPRESSION I GET BECAUSE 
Q AFTrR THE PHONE CALL, UKAT DID YOU DO? 
•A y .y\ i'(~\ fir* \i rr -, --; ^, rin- T rr. r?-r\ T-5 r> * * r •- r [Vf p ^ rT n T T ^ T P 1 f T 
,. 1 i J .:.;Jt'- ; v i.. :. L, ; , . : ; ' : • , i r . .: ^ ,:, . . L- ; • , i - L . • ;:• • : \ 1 I i J.: : : U ,: i" v . : - . : 
^ . p ^ v n ~ \ ~ » ~ n p p O "^1 ,T r j ""* £TVT'jT-'P 3 ^ n ; n p V C ^ C " " 0 ~ T H E ''"* D ' ' V*" """ - " " T 0 > : 
AND THEN I THOUGHT ABOUT JILL AND SUE, I MEAN THE OTHER JEANNIE 
AND I UAS COI'CENNED AEOUrn IT AND I UENT IN AND THEN IN THE 
p p p p , p { v ' i r-" ^ ' " " n r n r T O £ GUM T ? ; 'T T-* P ^ F P F O n ' ' ' ' ^ T f ^ ' T ' <^  '"T1 J\ T" i"" - V r[P'~' 
B E D , NTT T H E R E EON J U S T — - \ J K P U P T K S E £ # 
T T
 / E - T IN 0 0 ^ I ^  -^  •' ^  B P 0 U T f - p r~ ^ (j\ !.*/-> - - ^ *..; ry 
- C ^ m T ^ ' r» 7 r s ?^ i r "n r- H"1 T ; 77 T T ^ . T T n r7 T T n- ^ n A r ^ n r v A T"> H P T ^ * J P ~ T~ 1 : : p 
CD •_, ^ .1 _ ^ '_/ v./ o . , x v • i. i j Is ; • r\ l_i Lt , ;.• o JL x x S • •. v.* •„•: . J.' L; a. .'-1- i - ' J »J I x i i : v L.. i_ -\ - • L 
HALF FEET AUAY ERON HE. 
0 YOU TELL f'E UHERE TO HOVE MY HAND. 
1\ •*>. r" r« ^ r T 'T-- <T r r* tr r7 rs ^ 11 T? p f' ^ y n T? v T? q n T p T r n^ * n r r , v ' p 
i t l J .. .' \ • .• , X \ _ V_> i_j • .> i . . 
O v C U ^ N m T KE G[T*f DOT:N T f?ER E ? 
Y':.' S , T " n n n ^ p T i x T P
 rjTjP G r O c : : E ^ 0 '^ 'TF I7 A-r. r . HFTH- T 
COULD H^VE BEEN THE UAY THIS DIAGRAM IS DIAGRAMED PROP^BLY 
RIGHT A3CUTr BUT LIKE I SAID, I SET IT DOUN THERE I SET IT 
FAR ENOUGH LIKE I PAID, I PROBABLY GOME AHEAD AMD EMDED UP 
CRASHING OUT THERE AFTER THE FIGHTS, I DIDN'T WANT TO ROLE ON 
IT OR ANYTHING. 
0 ALL RIGHT. WHAT NEXT OCCURRED? 
A I GUESS IT HAD TO RE TEN MINUTES AFTER THE RHONE 
CALL, I fl! LAYING THERE \UD ACCORDING TO TESTIMONY ?'ND STUFF I 
GUESS, ITfS e::.'^  THE FIGHT STATS, AT 0:3'! THEY ARE DOING TIN.: 
SHOWING TEE CRONE GETTING EVERYBODY RUILT UD AND RAM, THE DOOR 
NICER OR.EN, NY NANEN IN SUCN A POSITION THAT IT "'OULD R^ ^EONT 
T -* —» c A ; , v "•> c fTi:; r c •"", ^  * * p ^ "^  c f. r\ T- T " P n "-.r * • "• v r: ] ."* o ~ 7 p TV 7 r * ", n- -> r ^ r^ '• r v '*: r -^  
. ' . < . _ . ' \. i - ; < 4. •- A : : _ •." ^ . •:.  : . L A . . »_> . . \ J 1 . '• !_ . ' ., , l . . •. i. L-" ' . V •••'-. .f.r. v J L . J> X -- i—. ~ - _ i_/ • . .- -
MORE RUT THE DO Ol\ KICKS OPEN. 
THE DOOR ONLY OPENED ASOUT TEN INCHES NECAUSE OF 
THE EEVCR REMIND IT, AND I SEE TWO FI (CURE'S. THE ONE DUDE Ic 
-- .r*r * 'Ti T ••/Trr ••? <y- "* r r ^ . ' T , y i r j p v C T T L; ^  ^  r 1 -? nr. rp p r^ ' - r v r T p t i m , ^ ; ] n r ; T P P — o 
-- T-> /-- -?» r - o T> — rn T :""• ~\ "~ "n iT' • ' r ' T > T"1 T r> /"s %••< n- ; T 7- f r n ' T i r p r T /"* * - m C r^ . '"V * i "•" T * P "" 'T^ ' T 1 " ' 7* 
•. i_ '• _ •-' • i>: ;.. .". i •':: • • ) l. _ i t A r. L, L !..' .' 1 ' 1 11 .:. •> x :\ -, i. x u .L v -: • x ^ :_ V/ - 1 . . t n. ,:•:.. _, - . /' 
LITTL17 ?TT AND THE TALL AND" LOOK^ LI'"E HE GOT A SKI NASN CN 
HUSKY OR NUSCULAP. 
I JUST, OKAY; I THINK I'M EEING — I JUNPED U?, 
SWINGING I THINK I WAS EEING ROE RED I GERERED THE H- ?LW U T 
NY RIGHT HAND, IT WAS LEFTY FULL CUT OF THE HOLE AND I SEINNED 
TWO SNOTS N R OVER THEIR HEAD AND LIKE I TONE ECE 1 T T~. -r-i p- rp"" 
-.^ TV,p , ,T p^ _r»(^ t v^.p ^^p^p j nCNfm TrnvT 'ro S-OGT ^T ^^PODv ^N ••' 
FRONT RCRCH, I DON'T !JANT TO HAVE TO EXPLAIN THAT TO NO POLICE 
.NYTHING, ANYR/J^ Y, I FIRED THE TWO SHOTS AND NOW IT GETS A /"\ i-> ^ -,1 \y . 
LITTLE COMPLICATED HERE. BECAUSE I FIRED TWO WARNING SIOTi" AMD 
HEARD HERE THIS GUY IS HEAD, ARM, OR C UN, OR WHATEVER STILL I.: 
11Y DOORUAY. I!E STILL IS COMING OUT AT ME AFTER I FIRED THE fWO 
SHOTS AMD THEN THAT'S WHEN I STARTED BACKING UP, RETREAT AND 
THAT'S WHEN THE NEXT, I FIRED THE NEXT TWO SHOTS. SHOT BACK 
THROUGH THE KITCHEN AND EVENTUALLY DOWN III THE BASEMENT. 
Q DID YOU EVER KNOU HOW MANY PEOPLE l/ERE OUTSIDE? 
A I ONLY SAM THE TWO AMD THEY LOOKED HEALTHY TO 
' - .-•-% r ~ r r? •* i ••' r? H T H T p T U •", v P H ^v \J D c P r T f r>- •< rr Q 
• J J
 f u L i i ; •.., Ls .«. -.J 1 V.J 1 » .._• 1 -j \j i. . i vj t j ...j __• _ v- •,.. . , • . >^ • 
i? " ' l • J P T 'T' "* •"• 7^  '? " " 7>!:i"Mr A f ^ i j ' n ^ -P r% *p 
THE CLERK: Y E S . 
C CAN YOU LCOTr AT 15 AND T2LL VS THE RELATIVE 
O 'O H '7 P T "• r "^ T (* T: ~P * •? O ^  l" ?' ^  v *-J P- V P P ^ ^ ** r;rnrp.? 
A YES. PRETTY SURE OKAY, I'M PRETTY SUE?: — 
n "',Af! r ; r \w r ^O T " - ^ r P T T> q p ppL»r,v r M ;T n p 
7v o 7' * y p 7\ P P-.P "^  r i p J * r.\ D P "H'T T v /^ r» o T ^ T *"? rrrrpiir^v 
7TITQ r 7 o n r , n D p o - ' P f . V TMr p i p e r OMI? PAMH f!-!TC rpl!^ c p r r y - p I^MT ^ ^ r i r 
H A V E RE EN 7 T N - V E R S A . W I T H T H E M TWO R I G H T T H E R C * T r E L I EVE 
JVST AS THE F^CT THE SHOTS GUNS KICKS A L I T T L E P I T LIKE 
P v P; P 7> P f V T - ' n *4 r. m H : "> P P P P T ^ IJ T f y t j n n r i Q r T rp m t j p n r . "• P P T» I : p n r T r> 
_ T. v.? .^  ^ : j...i_i J. ^ ».•; x : „".. j . .^ . v L.J *_I '.\ , i.\ 1 -^ ~ 1 1 i J .s ^ A LJ , T U i i i R - J i . .1 i \ .L i i : T. *. \ . • J 
0 AND THEN HOLD THAT UP. AFTER YOU SEE THE MEN 
AND THE DOORWAY DO YOU SHOUT? 
A COD, I WISH I COULD SAY. I'M HACKING U? AND I'M 
STUFF, AND PEOPAELY END UP EEING INTERROGATED ALL NIGHT AIM.) 
M I S S I N G WORK, WHATEVER, SO I COME HACK UP THE S T A I R S U? T!!F 
BACK PORCH AS I COME U? ANOTHER FLIGHT OF S T A I R S INTO THE 
K I T C H E N , I ' L L RIGHT NEXT TO THE EACH WINDOW AMD IN FACT, I 
THINK IT HAH A HOLE IN THE ELASTIC OVER I T , ANYWAY, I HEAR 
HOLLER!N0 A NO STUFF G01NG 0N OUT IH T H E E A CK Y ARD• 
AID AMD THIS IS A LITTI -I •_•.- V..S.J oN TEA E I STORY 
BCRTOLUSSI, I1?' ORE THAT INITIATED TME CONVERSATION W IT!: H I N . 
,^, 1 - . f~K , - > « 
; ; v r f ; : ^ / T 7 D
 :7 A T T T:' 
EECC'LLECrvN EACH ANEW; SETS \ 
' 0 I ? N N 0'r ' S U - E HON Tf-T'' 
X T ,F WHEN YOH EOENE ' i - O T ' 
YOU HJ-VE " (V--T* ~V V? i 
v r c 
i^  r. p n- n r n " c * 
I T • p n r r T p i? 
•:J .-LL ;l . 
i ^IL. 1 M -• LJ U £ . . ;U.<i 
i \ ' T • / T C 
C ?\ V T * r ^  <~r IJ ~* rr*. p , T7 *? T P "!"-D r ~ ^ O ^\r\'~--: p , p ' J H ^ T-. p —! T n n - i r v r n n - n T r T "^  T-T 71 
».- •». .i. 1 L v. ^ . i ."* ^ vj ,. :. i ^ i . ;!A , , r'.. . .. iv'•-,•• _> V_> *. .. ; U j . , L> U i 1 i"\ *_ i . 1.. » . ,." :_". I . i_ Lv _L ' . > „ . , . a 
n T7- 7v r c r p rr tr -; r- r r "T p r r T* -i y •- p v * m ?/• \ : /-\ r 7 T '7 T Tt r e T p r-> p- -1 7- p •* r 7 r- r- T n 
: \ I . - - * I L J V_ x t ^ u. _ i_ *.J j . ..; * ; i J _ i \ . i L-V. . ' . . i <.,...,*.>•. / , i . _L 1 x^> ..;• U c J. r" JL fw y- u ^ _ J. .-. 
NTAS TN^1 n CE T GE * *'D SCR EI"ED HA ST r^UATTON TH^T T T ^ S r:T-T^T1 T rn ?">, f 
THE F I R S T THING I P. A I E A3 T * ' 1 W " v T ~; 0 C " LI • 
1 ~ 
Q LET HE ASK YOU T H I S . WHO DID YOU .THIUK WAS 
CCWIUC TBPOOOn THE DOOR? 
A HAMS S P E C I F I C A L L Y , I CAH f T CIVE EG HAMES. 
0 I T7ANT YOU AHSWER, W I L L I E , YOU PICK THE VOP-DS 
A I THOUGHT I WAS G E T T I E C ROPBED AGAIW. I 
THOUGHT OAHOHTEHS KICKIUC TEE DOOR TYPE THEY WAS COMIEC I K . 
n ?•.N]p y o n u;«, n? rj*. ;E11 ° 
A Y E S , ABOUT THREE AHD A HALF MONTHS AGO, HY EH' 
HEHT DOOH HEICHECH WAS FOUEE DEAD I E THE JOHEAH H I V S E . 
'"> T ^--m I '^ ._ _ \ ' p i | T i ; 7> p< C ? C '.' Tit rr< r.:Tr v T / ^ ' T C p , , r O J"' ' " f> "> v 7~ ' 
:0 H S C O T I A I E THE DEI 
[ ^ rr- I r r ••• 
WELL, THAT ' S AY i?ICGF C* Ti p ^ s ' <i " p v T pi L] V 
C W E A1' T F "** W Y H' HI> JG DI E "' 0 U H -1 AT? '* ' I * < 0 
— :- * • rp n V 9 
A I E I D H ! T HEAR ::OTlUVC. L I E 
OFEICEF T H I S ALL HAEFHHED VEEY OHICHLY, YO 
L^EE C'E^Y HOME OH YOU EV^H EEEE I E WH rE * 
HUE HE GOT A BAHG, A EIG CRASH AHD THEE HE 
E I GO ALOE 
:\ ^ T 
roc? 3FEE :r 
A YES, I THOUCHT SOMEBODY , YCU HUOU,I EEAH C 
II! JUST SOME SLEHZE, YOU KKOV7, WF!AT I MEAN, IS UHAT I WAS 
EEEEEEIHC TO. 
MR. VAMSCP/EE: THAT'S ALL I 'HAVE. 
MP V^E HOEF1 • E-M I-7'- m:-NKE F^VE *•; I HUT^S 
THE COURT: YES, V7E C?V. DO THAT. YELL TAKE 
(TAKIEO RECESS) 
TEE COMAT: YOU MAY RESUME. 
c'• • n ^ ~ — " y '\•-* 7 • : ^ r r TP" 
0 : ;? . . u i f : s i ; " 5 ! ^ , 1 r;onT TTVKE A L ? T C ? T I M E , I 'HS 
-r — rr- p ' c "" vr>n A T? "^ T " Pr* i- CT r •">*•" <"" - 7 : r A n"> m T ^ n r> r n V " * n ^ ";^ T1 
• v . . 1 1 ' : ' ^ • 1 \J L . \ .'_ . 1 . ' * KJ i_. O i J_ ./ , O • . . ; i . ' ."> x
 A i 1 . ,_ :> i iJ I •> J v.: ,..• J. 
r\ x v..: , . . . , v. . - u L J . v.; _ ^ . 1 \ji . ... :\ .• v U V.; < . - • / • - : • 
0 ""HAT TIME 010 YOU GET H0?'E TEAT YICTIT? 
"JO YOU EAO EEOUT AN HOUR AMD A HALE TO "0U2 3ELI 
' T .'^  H "^  T t-T T"1 Hariri T ? 7* O V T P 7 T H ? 
E MEAT MAE THE EIRST THTE YOU OID WHEY Y0H COT 
H P i r ' r- - n p r p ' j r ^ 3 T H ^ O P * 
r j ;7 T\ n' n j n v r ; TT n - ^ T >T r- u TP r ^ m 7.1 n p, p > ? p • H t : - \? ^ »J A .T T T . T 
>;r - I T - 9 
T p r> - f i\ r -T:.: r ^ r ^ 
A I PROBABLY DIDN'T HAVE AMY LEFT OVER. OKAY, 
WHEN YOU WORK SIX DAYS A WEEK- GOT ONE DAY OFF, YOU GENERALLY 
PICK UP WHATEVER YOU ARE COMMA DO FOR A WEEK OR TWO AT A TIMS 
AND GENERALLY ON SUNDAY WREN I PICK UP OR SATURDAY NIGHT. TIN 
WAS FRIDAY NICHT, UZRK CAME AND RUN ME SHORT. 
0 HE RUN YOU SHORT: 
A YES. 
O HE TOOK THE LAST LITTLE HIT OR YOUR STASH? 
T
-" \ T1 r 
I'rj po^ c ^ I : 0 ' " E v vOU liiiV'1 T ]\* T - E j j r ' ! ; ^ 1 , ^ r ?' vOL' S n T 
:NG E ^ N C S ? 
NO, S I R . 
YOU INDICATED TrOU GOT A P^QNE CALL, YOU COULDN'T 
^ .• L Lj L " • J, IT ! j . M ^ I- PERSONS ^7CICE? 
A NO. IT WAS NOEODY I KNEW. 
0 EVEN THOUGH IT WAS NO ONE YOU KNEW, YEN JUMPER 
• " ^ iji r.j T-» p n v r [ riqTP fv m p j Q p r n r p ' . ] r ^ P n>-'p,p^ ^PM.F *"* — ^ ; r f F" ^ r ' T TT 0 <"• r,-~. 
SOMETHING? 
1\ r T ^ r T ? - " V D H T f M VT P T1 r T T / P T C > T P Trp ! c - * p, T> 
* J. *.J -^  x\ 1—1 j. ^ . l _ i_- i.i J. i. . .. • w x u 1 i . ij X J 1; i L ^ - J. •„ L« v_. i, 
ELSE TO ?UT IT. IT JUST, IT DIDN'T SOUND RIGHT. 
0 YOU SUSPECT THAT WAS A NARCOTICS AGENT T9YING T( 







Ill AMY EVEHT, YOU DID GO GET A G UN? 
YES . 
FIRST THIM YOU DO RIGHT AFTER THE PHONE CALL? 
THERE 13 OKAY, THERE IS EGE DIDH'T GO IETO TE~ 
VERY E1UCH FUT JIM AUD JEAHHIH, BUT TE/O DAYS PEIOP TO Tn^.S I EC 
HETUHHED LETTERS FROM JEFF TEAT SHE 3E IT HIM HE GOT EELEASEE 
LIEE YOU HHCH ^EFQPF HE COT, I WEFT AHHED AH OPHEED IT UD 
• A c r 1 ''^ \7 ?~* v." T1 • * ' 
rn t • n u T rr; 
_!..• y n ' i r n r n O ' ;i ?> m - i n s • FOE 
? U T FY Q r j I S T I O M I E , — 
: E , V A F S C I V E 7 ? : E ' E L L , Y O U ^ S K E D H I E , LET Hi ;? 
E I EH 
M I T :TT-F:::? , T ' : A T H T r v ! I .-p t^ :• — 
: ^ "^  P r • • t H E •< ' I V 1 .«' V - i V. 
T T» T <^  r* ^ t r {.?"" 'T1 r n ' T rr rr ni u n t? A n-1 Tr r.i ^ p o> ^ ^ v C r-4 T? c p n T v~ "~, 
- w*-"' >7 O 1 ^ ^ rT y r^ " m rr v :
 3ECAEEE I T FE 
Fi^ULT T F - T HE COT "A° PES TED V'D T IJOULD EE EOHF*^. 
p q p > t v f - n .7 c v T O *' * ; ^ vr* *r v o H '^p Q -"*. p •"? T / r i T -T* ' 
.FTHE THE PHONE C A L L , D I D YOU GET YOUR G E E ? 
A Y E S . 
PTf,TsT Tv p r 
Q EE 3 "• 7 i'l-GEE M? 





rr r p V O 
SO YOU UERE LAYING DOWM UHEH YOU HEARD THI 
YES 
AMD IJHAT D I D YOU DO THE LIOMEMT YOU HEAPD 
-.: n ~ T V T ? ^ M r 
~ \ T -^ T • _ -T1 r' , •', V 
A I TWISTED MY HEAD AMD LOOKED OUT THROUGH UHEEE 
rp ; J p p Q ('} 1 > ! ! 7\ p. *.' J p V" r/ r> p f> r? > j 
E I G H T HMHD. 
0 IF I CAM STOP YOU THERE, .* AMD ASK YOU, ETC YOU 
; n ( V [ ' v :""'• '" "^  r 'r% r ' " vT7,^1?^ p Q H. "~"; p THE (' Ij -1 i") !" T J J\ g T T • T "" T ' J I "1 "~ ~~" A- ^ !'* ^  
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 T "'- "\ •? A T T" '" r.: p r " T. ~-7' r-. 'T P f f n T-: T :.r r-r "!• r , * •  p . p "^  -"v * ' " \ ; 0 •" 
M ' ; " zm -~> r 7 Tr T-"1 -Ti 1 :?.••-> t o r :r j 1:- n r r c* T» r\ rs *•"> p r^ r* TT TP r i u . 1 i T r 7 7 n ."i n \ ' T ' ^ r ^ "-» • • 
^ T O U T E I O E T - T E r7AE RUE!,1T>"G T'HEOUGH t'Y i'UMD J^T THE T I M E I MA5 
' ' j ! T ' - K 1 ' 1 ^ T T f ° ^ r_o^ ' " ; '"pn ^ pT] \-7". LL P rj rT? I G* OU f- Pf" ' T !-J~*'"" 7""11 ;r 
"^ "^  L L ^ S T r E L T r , V T : ' IT ' T A E 
j fpp j :17 T rp » c 7. P .0[ ] '7 T p p r r 2**-ID -^  ' n r j ? ^ ' C U 1 ' ^ F ^ T 
AUAY, MAYEE TMEEE. OK^Yf I SIT UE AMD I 3?IU OVER OKAY CCME 
i. ^ v k.":. -•. 1 J _ - . LJ JUJ t • _ .. • v_- L- vw i -. 1 . x * - .. »_* .'." 'v.y 1 ; L I -'. v> : r \ L •; L v.. ,. / ij I \ ..j x ! r\ i • 7 ., V_ ; v x. 
UP, MULL IT OUT LIKE THAT *ME THIS IS UMEU I U^g EROEAPL7: TEE 




YOTJ STATED FIEIHO? 
A I PECEAELY SUCRE OUT LOUD TO MYSELF • 7I!CLT IT 
FIRST STARTED. 
0 MOV7, YOU AIMED ALL HOUR. SECTS? 
A MO. THAT'S FHAT I TRIED TO ECIHT OUT. 
FIRST THC LIKE I FAS, I THOUGHT I STILL ;:AS TU CGHTROE OF THE 
SITUATION, FULL PRESENCE OF FIFO. UOrl, THE SECOI.ID TUG, IJR 
E A F F L E O , YOU XHOF, WHAT I MEAL:. BECAUSE, LIKE I FIRED THE TH 
SHOTS \:.:'o i LIKE I SAID, I TOLD HOB, I DIDH'T FAFF TO KILL 
• T r } f ; o ^ T r T }-•/ -. •,* •"•!"—CO" I R I : : T cr . V T r r rEET *C "-• ^ 
:: DOHTT C ^ H ; : T THEY F O ? G F H S , FHIATEVER. OUT 
F A S T — I F F CCHHA BE. ILL A FAD S I T U A T I O E HO F ^ T T E P T H A T , F I R S T 
^^lO SH0 , r iF I U^D PEES^HCS O'7 [El-IO TO AIM T"E SECOND T"~0 SHOE'S 
T
 7 -\ n r~. T 7 " T? T •'T' 1 f <^ * p T 7 P1 T * - 7-1 -\ "s 7 T I o! , 7 i r * - ^ V T « i / - i m o ~ "'* " ' ' " ' r ' T T H P 
'•"•• ----•-'/ J - >:• ••''-- '^.,, i. . -.-.J, L - , L ; M , ^ L . - 3 : V. ^ I A U , ^ / o : . I:. 
KFO", 'EAR F r.R IC 7 I FOH ! T "HO'" FH-T EHTFEE FORE HO LEE. 
:FECT r7FEF YOU FIEEE THE TIE ST TAG 
' 3 r* v'-P-
T P P M » ' 
m n» 
T ' M " \ H- r " ^ P i"~ * • T 
q '.« p rp C IT ' p r . n n r 1 T. V O r n n ^ ' 
7* Pi r r T\ ^' ? , r n m "^ T •"*» 7 *i P •"•''r' T? r"« 7 T- n ui m <• - <A C? r * r- "r. r» -r.j j *7 
1 0 . \ L .. • - ' 1' X --• t-. .. JL - \ J. - A. ' J. . i ... .'. i ~-. O i. -. /T' v> <j . : vy _ . ;
 f ± I • , 
IE S T I L L S'F'EEOEY COM I E C . 
A I -U.ZA I COULD PE FORE SPECIFIC. THIS l:\ HO 
I' v :j- j J P TI P8 y: T n p ~ r .^  C '""FT 0 *EC T H E'T BY ^ C T U A L H E F 0 R v. AS T J F S E 
REFEREES. TH. CRAZY S.O.S. IS SIFILL CCHIHO IS WHAT ~L'SHEF 
.3 C0 HI D I T ET? '>R F T H c U*•" ^  ^  T H ~ T T u'" V E T 7 \* f T 
BE CAUSED TROUEEE BY SOMEONE UEKHOTR] TO HIM. YCU HEARD THE 
DEFENDANT T E S T I F Y AND YCU HEARD EVIDENCE ABOUT THE EAST THAT 
THE DEFENDANT HAD IN FACT F I R E D A 3 5 7 HACUUM DOr7M S T A I R S , 
RELOADED, DEALT HITH HIS SVOTGUU ARD FILIALLY SOMETHING SOME 
HALF HOUR LATER. PUT DOUR HIS CUM. UALHED ARGUED THE HOUSE 
ACCORDING TO ALL ?}^Z EVIDENCE , RELOADED THE CUE I HIE HAED FEE 
-T LEAST THE R. " HI'HErES. 
I BELIEVE ADD I UOULD SURE IT TO YOU THAT SUCH 
P U ; - ; ; ! ? ; Y T I r* ; ; : ; i : r p o f , - y ^ r ) 7 n W T . ' T ^ . V ^ T ? P R Pi D T ° P O D f T I O ;\j " E D H I S 
T ' •• •"-: 7? ' ' i~ r T1 T • T T1 f~" T * 1 T" ^ *.'T •'"N r-! J^ ^ "TJ '• ;1 '"' 'V O ':? v ; ) i"1 •' ' A ' " V 1 : ! ^ T n ' -* " T ' T T T T " 
n ~; 0 "• 
< r- ,-> p r > r OCR, EUT EVER OH THE INTERIOR DOORS I! 
:DROGE DOOR EAS LARRICAEEE ACCORDIHC TO THE 
j . ' 
-r. T -- p , - * / --, : - / i — •> ,-,i 7\ T M P i T r T 7 T " i 7 ' ' J C^  ' f 1.7 ;"v <"' " T • T"1 ^ T« V r - : -> V .~ p .— ' r y 1 
T r - l 
_ ; ^ , , 
~> 1 
THE EVIDENCE HCULD COMPEL YOU TO THE CGECLUSTCH 
' T T • •, n rrs T * T " r^ *-•» T"» »-. •- - p> 7. T m r~^ T **> \ • s"\ r • r\ <r< c"" T1 C O .T . r T "p i " r . n r ' * ."^ T ^ , » ' v f ^ c 
_ .": ^ x '"- i_ : ^ ."-1 L , J . . .L z \ L. L '..< i LJ I J - _— ~: O -.: O C JL . i L ' .'* - J. 'V.* .--. A .. -^ 1 , , ; :-. _^ 
_ ._.. ,.. p
 r ^ ,_, p ^ ^ ?> ^ ^ c rj p /r.> rp ^ . , p .^ ^ p T , , , , ^ ^, ^  ^ , j ^  ^ m j , . ^ p ^ , , -^  ^ (p^^Qi - v 
>- - . * r I . p •. T • 7 r, - ' .TT k ; T : ; T? r
 ( V' f— ^T -. r p "p *.' p *"*, p IT1 T" f- r f^  ?> • T m T..* l\ Q 7^ Ps f ' "" y i"n -^ o ;^ "n o --• -> rp j N 
HIS CR.'M HCHEf ARE THE COURT Wr^S IUSTEUC1r E YCU ARE YCU :JA7E 
"RUCTIOES IE THE SERIES THAT GIVES YOH THE LAE EITI: RESTECT L . 
:0 THE DUTY TO RETREAT, OR LACE OF DUTY TO RETREAT. 
FOURTH. THE STATE SUREITS ITfS CLEAR -HD 
r ; ? T ' i r v ^ " pi; THr'-"' p,^ ^ 1? VT r-,-\ M.-p q f:vn^"' C p v ^ f n . t r ^ r r,.TT^ T-.r-
